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Fellow AJunmi and Friends:

Vic, President for De,elopment and Alumni Relations

WKU officially celebrated the transition to Conference USA on July 1. Our fa ll sports,
including football, volleyball, soccer, swimming and diving, and cross-cow1try are well
w1der way with competition in the new conference. We will enjoy renewing old rivalries,
which m any of you w ill remember well, with teams such as UNC-Charlotte, UAB, Old
Dominion and Louisiana Tech, pl.us recent Sun Belt rivals Middle Tennessee, orth
Texas, FIU and FAU. We also welcome the opportunity to begin a nnual competition
with schools like Southern Miss, Rice, Marshall, UTEP and UTSA.
This was an important move that will further enhance the WKU brand and create more
visibi lity for WKU, specifically tlu·ough Conference USA's television contracts with CBS
and Fox. Conference USA also offers more options for football bowl appearances, with six
different bowl contracts in 2014, including the Gildan ew Mexico Bowl, Albuquerque;
Bahamas Bowl, Nassau; Ad vocare VlOO Texas Bowl, Houston; Boca Raton Bowl; Sheraton
Hawaii Bowl, Honolulu; and the Heart of Dallas Bowl.
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Competition at the nationa l level is strong across the conference. Since 1995, Conference
USA teams have combined for 83 football bowl appearances, 100 CAA Tournament
Basketball appearances, 60 CAA baseball appearances, 71 NCAA soccer appearances
and 35 individual national champions in track and field and cross-coW1try. Success
doesn't end on the field or court for Conference USA teams-student-athletes' academic
performance earns high marks as well.
This is only ~U~s third athletic conference over the last 65 years, so we make the change
w ith every mtent,on of being successful and enjoying our new athletic peer group for
many years to come. I look fo1ward to seeing you on campus and on the road as we
support our Hill topper teams. Joi11 the fw, and share the pride as we celebrate a new era
in WKU Athletics.
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See you at Homecoming on Nov. 8!
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Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY.

HOMECOMING ON THE HILL
The Homecoming Parade has been a WKU tradition since 1937. Held
consistently for more than 50 years, it was suspended from 1989 to 2000
but returned with vigor in 2001. This year, the pa rade will begin o n
campus near the Downing Student Union and wi ll conclude a t Downtown
Bowling Green w ith the H o mecoming Concert in Fountain Square Park.
Post-parade activities w il I also include the official H omecoming Pep Rally,
"Big Red's Roar."
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WKU Elizabethtown/ Fort Knox selects Regional Chancellor

CAMPUS NEWS

42 WKU students earn national scholarships
WKU students continued to raise the
bar in 2013-2014 as a record 42 students
earned recognition in national scholarship
competitions.
Audra Jennings, Director of the
Office of Scholar Development, sa id the
awards had a combined value of more
than $1 million and will allow recipients
to tra,·el to 19 countries, conduct research
and complete graduate degrees in the
U.S. and abroad.
"The unprecedented success of our
students earning these national and
international awards is both impressive
and encouraging," WKU President
Gary A. Ransdell said. "Such success is
a tribute to the rising academic <;trength
at WKU, which is made possible by a
superb faculty and Kentucky's most
gifted college students."
Dr. Ra nsdell congratula ted the
award winners, "who will now extend

WKU's intern.itional reach as they study
and conduct research acro~s the globe. I
also want to thank our facu lty for serving
as mentors and role models for these
incredible students, and to the staff in
the Office of Scholar Development for
helping them identify the best awards
and compete successfully for them."
Office of Scholar Development (OSD)
staff work with students and their faculty
mentors to recruit and help students
develop competitive applications.
"We arc seeing growing numbers
of high ly talented, accomplished and
ambitious students in our office, and those
qualities combined with hard work helps
to explain these record award numbers,"
Dr. Jennings said. "This has been a terrific
year, and we a re extremely proud of
each of the more than 100 students who
completed applications for the nation's
most competitive scholarships."

Forensics Team
completes sweep of
major state, national,
international titles
For the sixth time, the WKU
Forensics Team won the major titles
at the state, national and international
level, remaining the only school to have
accompfo,hed this milestone.
WKU won its 2-!th consecutive
Kentucky Forensic /\ssociation State
Champiom,hip; the American Forensic
Association National Championship;
the
ational Forensic Association
Nntional Totirnament Championship;
the
F/\
Lincoln-Dougla-. Debate
Nat ional
Champion ship
and
the
International Forensic Association World
Championship.

WKU student wins Hearst's 2014 national photojournalism title
WKU student Jabin Botsford won the
l learst Journalism/\ wards Program's 2014
National Photojournalism Championship
in Washington, D.C.
Botsford, a May graduate from
Knoxville, l enn., finished first in the
national competition and received a
$5,000 award. Botsford abo received a
$1,000 award for best single photograph
and a $1,000 award for be:.t portfolio.
Danny Guy, a May graduate from
Minneapolis, Minn., finished third in the
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photojournalism finals and receh ed a
$3,000 award.
Botsford is the 11th WKU student
to win the Hearst photojournalism
championship. WKU students abo won
the individual titles in 1987, 1988, 1991,
1992, 1996, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008 and 2010.
Brittany Greesor1, a o;enior from
Owensboro, Ky., also competed in the
national photojournalism finals and
received a $1,500 scholarship.
Eric t\-1. Shea, a senior from Louisville,

and Adam Wolffbrandt, a se111or
from Lexington, Ky., were finalists in the
national multimedia competition and
received $ 1,500 scholarships.
Earlier th.is ~pring, WKU's 'x:hool of
Journalism & Broadcasting tied for second
place overnll in the Hearst program ., ~ th
annual competition. WKU has finished in
the top five nalionall} for thL pas five
year., and 111 the top eight for 21 str.iight
years including overall championsh ,.., in
2000, 2001 and 2005.
K) .,

A veteran educator with
international experience i'>
the new Regional Chancellor
of
WKU's
campus
in
Eli.1.abethtown/ Fort Knox.
Dr. Evelyn Ellis was
the Chief of Staff/ E:.ducation
Operations Manager at the
U.S. Department of Defen,;c
Education Activity, Department
of Defense Dependents' School
in South Korea. She began her
new position in July.
Prior lo her taking her post in South Korea in 2012, Dr.
Ellis was the Associate Dean for Academic Support Services

at the U.S. Coa1:,t Guard Academy in l\ew London, Conn. She
has also held several positions at the Alabama Agricultural
and Mechanical Uni, ersity in 'ormal, Ala., including Dean
of the Un iversity College and Interim Director of Admisi:,ions.
Dr. Ellis holds an educational doctorate in Curriculum
and Tnstruction from the University of Southern California in
Los Angeles; master's degrees in Elementary Education from
Drury University in Springfield, Mo., and in Educational
Admini~tration and Supervision from the University of Texas
at El Paso; and a bachelor's degree in Secondary Education
from UTEP.
WKU Eli1,abethtown/Fort Knox serves more than 900
c;tudents from 17 Kentucky counties with a mix of online
and traditional face-to-face courses for undergraduate and
graduate students.

Breedlove named Director of Gatton Academy at WKU
Dr. Lynette Breedlove, a prominent giftl.'CI and talented

educator from Texas, has been named Director of the Gatton
Academy of Mathematic'> and Science in Kentucky at WKU. Dr.

of Advanced Academic Studies and Secondary Counseling.
Prior to Spring Branch, she was the Coordinator of the Gifted
and Talented Program at the Fort Bend Independent School
District in Sugar Land, Texas.
She holds a doctorate in Educational Psychology from
Texas A&M University in College Station; a Master of
Ed ucation from the University of St. Thomas in Houston;
and a bachelor's degree in Psychology from Rhodes College
in Memphis, Tenn. Dr. Breedlove has been active in state
and national professional organi,ation.,, and is Treasurer
of The Association for the G ifted - Council for Exceptional
Children and Education Committee Chair of the ational

Breedlove, who started in July,
succeeded Dr. Tim Gott, Gatton
Academy's first Director, who
retired in May.
Dr. Breedlove was "'ith
the Spring Branch Independent
School District in l louston,
Texas, where she has been
the Director of Advanced
Academic Studies since 2005. ln
2011, she became the Director

Association for the G ifted.

Lux named WKU's Director of Recruitment and Admissions
Dr. Jace Lux started
his new role as WKU's
Director of Recruitment and
Admissions in August. The
three-time WKU alum has
served as Director of WKU's
award-winning
Forensics
Team since July 2010.
"Dr. lux's knowledge
of WKU combined with his
outstanding leadership abilities w ill provide the vision
rt.>quirt•d to i:,UCcessfully lead our Office of Admission~
and s trategically grow our enrollment," said Dr. Brian

Meredith, Chief Enrollment and Graduation Officer. "His
experience recrui ting students in the highly competitive
forensics arena will serve him well in this new role."
Dr. Lux, a native of Evansville, Ind., received his
bachelor's degree in Mass Communication in 2000,
master's in Communication Studies in 2005 and doctorate
in Educational Lec1dership in 2012.
" I'm hc1ppy to be able to serve the University in a
broader capacity," Dr. Lux said. "Obviously WKU is an
institution that means a lot to me and my family . I look
forward to getting to know the Admission~ staff .and
working closely with them to build on their succe1>'>."

s
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$249,978 NSF grant aids chemistry research at WKU, South Korea
Dr. Moon-Soo Kim, Assista nt Professor of Chemistry at
WKU, has received a $249,978 National Science Foundation
grant for students to work with WKU and South Korean
collaborators to develop a point-of-care diagnostic for
pathogen detection.
WKU students w ill work on projects in biochemistry and
analytical chemistry w ith WKU faculty and respecti ve South
Korean collaborators.
Dr. Kirn and Professor Haesik Yang of Pusan National
University w ill collaborate on the use of seqt1encc-specific

1
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Gatton Academy students work to develop app using Google Glass

Gatton Academy students Lydia Buzzard
Z inc Finger Proteins (ZFPs) and Transcrip tional ActivatorLike Effectors (TALEs) for the detection of pathogens. They 0 [ l lopkinsville, Ky., Logan Houchens of
seek improvements in detection sensitivity for this technique Crestwood, Ky., and Peter Kaminski of
Owens boro, Ky.,
arc working Lmder the
by using electrochemical detection with redox cycling.
mentorship
of
Dr.
Uta
Ziegler, Professor of
WKU Chemistry Professor Eric Conte and Professor Yonglll Lee of Changwon ational University w ill collaborate on Computer Science, to develop an app for WKU
the use of Magnetic Zirconia particles for the separation of using Google Glass.
The
emerging
wearable
computer
chiral raccmic drug mixtures. The separation of ch iral racem ic
technology,
which
was
unveiled
and
released
mixtures is a challenge in biomedicine where typically only
to developers in 2012, is being released to consumers this year.
one cnantiomer will have biologica l activity.
Dr. Ziegler said wearable technology is the latest step for
computers that have progressed from large mainframes to
d esktops to laptops to smartphones and now to products like

=--=

•

WKU researcher shines in Science Idol' competition at symposium
Dr. Jill Maples, an Assistant Professor of Exercise Science in
WKU's Department of Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, was
selected as a co-winner in the first "Science Tdol" competition at
the recent National TDeA Symposium of Biomedical Research
Excellence in Washington, D.C.
The National Institute of General Medica I Sciences (NTGMS) of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) sponsored the symposium.
Science Tdol contestants had only three minutes to give an engaging

and infom,ative research pt"Csentation in front of three judges and
an audience consisting of other biomedical scientists.
Dr. Maples' presentation, titled Burgers, Biking, and ...
Epige110111ics? - lnflue11ci11g Metabolic Hmlth, highlighted her research
program, which is focused on changes that occur in skeletal muscle
metabolism in response to exercise, including explorations into the
molecular med1anis111s responsible for altered metabolism in obese
individuals and individuals w ith type 2 diabetes.

Google Glass.
"Logan wanted to do something with Google Class and
came up with the idea to develop a WKU app," Dr. Ziegler said.

Gatton Academy named top high school in the US for third consecutive year

A

The Carol Martin Catton
Academy of Mathcrnatics and
Science in Kentucky has been
named the number-one h igh
school in the nation by T/1e Daily
Beast for the third consecutive
year. The Catton Academy ranked num ber one in 2012 and 2013
on the Newsweek/The Daily Beast joint list, and this year's list is
solely from Tlle Daily Beast, an award-winni11g onlinc news site.
The ranking from The Daily Beast used six indicators from
sch ool surveys to compare public high schools in the United
States, with graduation and college acceptance rates weighed
most heavily. Other criteria included college-level courses and
exams, percentage of students w ith free or reduced lunch, as well
as SAT and ACT scores.
The Catton Academy ranked as the number-one high school
in three of the five main categories judged . The Gatton Academy
ranked first in college bound students, as 100 percent of the
students go to college, and first in graduation rate, where 100
percent of the students graduate high school. The rigor aspect

GATTON
ACADEMY
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was the Gatton Academy's other number-one ranking, with 100
percent of the students enrolled in AP / TB courses, a nd students
taking an average of 3.3 exams.
"T am especially excited to see the Gatton Academy listed
as highest in the category of rigor," said Dr. Lynette Breedlove,
Director of the Gatton Academy. "Rigor is the reason students
choose the Catton Academy. Here they have the opportuni ty to
take on cha llenging, robust educational opportunities within a
supportive environment.
"Students have the opportw1ity to pursue hands-on, indepth research with university professors. Students can choose
to participate in STEM+ Critical Languages to become fluent in
Chinese or Arabic. Students not only have the opportunity, but
are encouraged to tra vel abroad, stud ying global cultures and
world history first hand or researching cloud forest habitats. The
Gatton Academy students have access to educational resources
often reserved for graduate students, within a living en\'ironmcnt
designed for high school students. it's the best of both higher
education and high school."

left: Gatton Academy students Logan Houchens, Peter Kaminski and
Lydia Buzzard. Top: Logan Houchens and Lydia Buzzard work on a WKU
app using Google Glass.

"When r came up with the idea for the app, I wanted an app
that students could access to make campus life easier," Houchens
said "l see Glass as more of an educational tool. r see it flourish ing
in the classroom or on campus."
Before the students could start compiling information to make
campus life easier, they had to learn more about the programming
and coding necessary for Google Glass. They then worked w ith
WKU's Information Technology Division to gather information
that's a\'ailable on the WKU website or the iWKU app, such
as transit sched ules and parking information, dining facility
schedules, meal plan information, compu ter lab information,
campu~ directions, and WKU events and WKU News.

"I referenced the iWKU app because it's so usefu l and r
thought what if I cou ld put that on Google Class," Houchens
said .
Dr. Z iegler said the research portion of the students' project
includ es Human Computer Interface as they determine the best
way to organize and present information.
"One key is what can be done fast," she said . "You don't
want to do anything that takes five minutes. How can you make
interactions faster?"
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A University's Partnership Reshapes Bowling Green, Ky.
By Keith Schneider
From The New York Times, Aug. 12, 2014 I © 2014 The New York Times Company

When Gary A. Ransdell, the President of Western Kentucky University,
invites alumni to view this city's redeveloping downtown from his university's
hi II top campus, the response is almost always exclamations of s urprise.
Just below Cherry Hall, one of the 108-year-old university's grandest
buildings, sits nearly 200,000 square feet of new student housing, built at a cost
of $24 million. There is also a 30,000-squarc-foot, $10 million alumni center, and
a 72,500-squarc-foot, $14.5 million Hyatt Place hotel scheduled to open in 2015.
ext door to the Hyatt site, a $28 million mixed-use development is under
construction. One building wi II house 240 more students on one side of College
Street, and another will have small businesses, restaurants and a rooftop pool.
There arc also four new fraternity houses built at a cost of $3 m illion, and
a 450-space parking deck flanked by 30,000 square feet of retail businesses and
restaurants that are expected to open next yea r.
Ransdell, Western Kentucky's president since 1997, described the projects
as the latest additions to $262 million in downtown construction since 2008
that is rehabilitating Bowling Green's cenh·al business district. All of the new
structures replace deteriorated homes and ragged retail businesses that for
decades formed a barrier between the university and city center.
Much of the student housing has been on the south side of campus, away
from down town. With the new consh·uction, "there's been a shift in student
density at the north end of our campus," Ransdell said. "With each new project
that density increases."
"We're all a bunch of bulldogs iJ1. this commu.nity," he added. "We haven't
seen a deal that we did n't like. We want to close them all."
Judging from the scope of the projects and the progress made over the
last six years, it appears that deal-making has become a choice skill in this city
of 61,000 residents, Kentucky's third largest, after Louisville and Lexington.
Arguably the most important pact was the one that the city and Warren County
reached with the state to establish a 383-acre, 52-block special development and
tax district in 2007.
The district pays local governments 80 percent of the increases i.11 payroll,
property, sales and other tax revenue generated by new development within
the district. Revenue is devoted to retiring consh·uction bonds, building
infrastructure and assisting developers, including the university.
111is year the development d istrict, formally called the WKU Gateway to
Downtown Bowling Green, will return to the city and county over 52 million
in revenue. Over its 30-ycar life, ending in 2037, the tax district is expected to
deliver $200 million to the two governments, said Doug Gorman, a downtown
business owner and Chairman of the Warren County Downtown Economic
Development Authority, which oversees the Gateway project.
"The whole point of what we're trying to do is to get more people to enjoy
our downtown, to live here and work here," he said. "If you look around now,
it's pretty clear that people get the point."
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Until the Gateway project began to w1fold, Bowling
Green was largely known for its university, the third
largest in Kentucky, after the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville. Tts other clai.n1. to fame is
the General Motors assembly plant not far away, where
Corvettes have been built since 1981. This year a sinkhole
opened in a wing of the privately managed National
Corvette Museum near the plant, swallowing eight sports
cars that were on display and prompting significant
increases in attendance.
Some of the museum's visitors wander into
Bowling Green's evolving downtown. Du ring a tour,
Mr. Gorman identifies the stea,dily expan ding galaxy of
arts, entertainment, office and h ousing projects, big and
small, that have quickly risen from blocks tha t just a few
years ago were underused or blighted.
Development is focused in three distinct hubs. The
Lu1iversity, and its 21,000-student market, is heavily
influencing construction at the bottom of the Cheny Hall
hill, in the southern section of downtown.
One effect of the Gateway development is to increase
land values there, said Michael L. Simpson, the owner
and President of Chandler Property Management, a real
estate development fi rm based here. "Things arc certainly
more costly than they were seven or eight years ago," Mr.
Simpson said . "Before the Gateway project, a typical lot
sold for $60,000. Today they bring $90,000 to $100,000."
Near the center of the Gateway project are four square
blocks along East Seventh Avenue and State and College
sh·eets that form a new entertainment and office d istrict.
In 2009, the city completed the 4,559-seat BowliJ1g Green
Ballpark, home of the Hot Rods, a Class A mi.nor-league
baseba ll affi liate of the Tampa Bay Rays. The stadium was
constructed at a total cost of $30 million, according to city
records, and is joined to Hitcents Park Plaza, a $25 million,
106,000-square-foot mixed-use office bu ilding with
restaurants and shops along a sh·eet-level piazza.
The Hitcents building, w hich opened last year, is
named for a growing local digital mobile games and
applications company. lts headquarters are on the top
floor, where 60 of the 15-year-old company's 80 employees

work. 111e building wraps around the north and west sides
of an 800-space parking deck. Gorman and city leaders
await the start of a 48-unit housing development that is
planned for the deck's east side.
Across Seventh Avenue and along College Street, the
county completed the $28.5 million, 1,800-seat Southern
Kentucky Performing Arts Center, known here as SKyPAC.
A $2 million park between College and State streets serves
as the center's grand enh·ance. And on the corner of
Seventh and College, the Bowling Green Area Chamber
of Commerce is housed i11 a $4 million, 17,000-square-foot
office building it completed in 2007.
111e north end of the development djsh·ict is dominated
by the Medical Center, a regional hospital and health care
provider. Western Kentucky University constructed a
73,000-square-foot, $20 million Health Sciences Complex
to house its nursing and physical therapy school. The
city's special development district has also assisted in the
planning and construction of a $10 m illion medical office
bu ilding, a $3.1 million clinic, the $2.5 million Hospitality
House for ill children and their families, and $22 m illion
in Medical Center expansion and modernization projects.
The city built a $2.5 million fire station and encouraged
the $3.5 million restoration and renovation of an old school
for housing. In all, 28 p rojects have been completed or are
under construction iJ1 the Gateway district.
The big investment iJ1 the Gateway project, which
continued through the recession, and its results have
impressed residents and the elected leaders who negotiated
the contracts and shaped the development strategy.
"You know, Western graduates 4,000 students eve1y
year," said Mike Buchanon, a Republican who has served
as the Warren Cow1ty Judge-Executive, the equivalent of
a county commission chairman, since 1994. "We're trying
to retain our you.ng people. You can't grow a community
with only retirees. That eventually catches up with you."
He added: "For those of us who've been in the
trenches, this project seems like it's taken a lifetime. None
of it has been easy. But now we are all so proud of the
excitement, activity, investments, commerce and new life
it is bringing to downtown Bowling Green."
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Return to the Hill with Alumni College

SECOND CHANCE
"WKU gave me a second ch ance. I was th e first person in my fam ily to go
to college. I d id n't

( ,O

"Alumni College is a great opportunity to gather with old
and new friends to share your memories and fondness for WKU,
said Tina Geary ('95). "Every year is packed full of educational
opportunities, excitement and interesting adventures."
Geary's comments are typical of those who attend the Alumni
College program, which recently completed its 12th year. Held each
summer, the Alumni College is a is a ]jfelong learning program
that gives WKU alumru and friends the opporhJJ1ity to stay on
campus while taking fun, educational classes. If you 're looking to
retake Accounting 200, then Alumni College isn't for you! Instead,
participants enjoy a variety of classes from cooking, to dance, to
wine tasting and WKU History- all without a single test!
"We were always loyal WKU graduates, and Alumru College
has given us an opportunity to reconnect w ith WKU in a special
way," said Paul Neel ('77). "We have made many new friends who
share our love of the University. Staying in the dorm during our
time at Alumni College rekindles warm memories."

His wife, Mary Neel ('74), agrees. "From the moment we
arrived on campus for the first evening's events until our departure,
we found the activities interesting and h.m," she said. "Over the
years we have enjoyed zip-linin g, cheese making, tou1ing facilities
and a host of other activities with our Alumni College friends. Also,
the updates from WKlJ admirustrators have kept us Lnformed about
the state of the University. Alumni College has become one of the
highlights of om year."
The 13th annual Alumni College is scheduled for June 11-14,
2015. "Alumru College is the greatest review of the best part of
college life with old friends and new friends," said Don Meador
('64). "The staff and their planning and service to LIS has always been
the best. Twould not miss it for anything!"

well my freshman year, but I learned a valuable lesson,

cam e back and made excellent grades. I became the fi rst person in my fam ily
to graduate from college, and I want to help t he school th at allowed me to be
Visit theWKUGift Planning website
at www.wku.edu/plannedgiving

where I am today. It's th e university with a heart:'
- Mike Murphy, '77
1

WHAT S YOUR LEGACY?

Show your WKU spirit.
Become a lifetime member today.
Exclusive 20% discount on all regular priced WKU apparel
and gift items at the WKU Store or online.
Free subscription to the WKU Spirit magazine for life.
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Top Left: Fresh Food Court I Top Right: Mural on third floor landing
Bottom Left: Atrium view from t h ird floor landing I Bottom Right: New ground-floor WKU Store

DSU
By Tommy Newton ('84)
Wow'
That's the word you'll be hearing a lot this fall as WKU
alumn i, students, faculty, staff and community mem bers visit the
Dero Downing Student Un ion.
From the grand staircase on the Avenue of Champions
entrance and the Big Red statue on the Centenn ial Mall entran ce
to the WKU logos in the carpet and on lighting and the WKU
murals throughout the building, "when you come into the
Downing Student U nion, we want to make sure you know
that you're a t WKU," said Charley Pride, Director of Student
Activities.
"The Downing Student Union is the crossroads of campus
and I expect that we'll see a change in o ur campus culture as DSU
agai11 becomes the central location to meet up and hang out,"
Pride said.
The two-year, $58 million transformation of DSU was
completed as the fall 2014 semester began. Ross Tarrant
Architects and Mackey Mitch ell Architects designed the new
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Aerial view down toward the new Downing St udent Union

a totally different concept," he said. "The new h·ansformation
of that building makes it a student union focused on student
organizations as a true facility for individuals or groups to have
DSU; Whittenberg Con struction served as general contractor.
a location they can come to and therefore student development
"Some people might feel like they're walking into a brand will occur."
new building," said Dan Chaney, Project Manager in WKU's
On a normal day, DSU will average 3,000 to 4,000 people in
Depa rtment of Planning, Design and Construction.
the building, according to DSU Manager David Emerson . During
The transformation of the b uildi ng that originally opened in
ballgames or other campus events, that number will increase to
1970 includes more than a complete update of the offices, dining
between 5,000 and 6,000, he said.
facilities, lighting, IT infrastructure and electrica l, plumbing and
.Here a re some highlights for the new 250,000-squareHVAC systems; the build ing has been transform ed into a facility foot DSU:
dedica ted to student development.
*The facility has been renumbered from ground floor to
"When the b uildin g was originally d esigned, the campus
third floor. The ground floor includes the WKU Store, SIFE print
was trying to meet a recreational need for students," said Howard
center, post office; the first floor includes a 24-hour study area,
Bailey, Vice P resident of Student Affairs. "Bowling Green had
a recreation room, DSU operations offices, D isability Student
two theaters-both w ith one screen each- and there was one
Services, Fresh Food Co., Starbucks, a new food cou rt w ith Steak
bowling alley in town and two or three billiard halls."
'n Shake, Papa John's and Chick-fil-A, a new Red Zone and a new
The original facility included a bowlh1g alley, a recreation
Nite Class; the second floor incl udes offices for Student Activities
floor, a cafeteria and grill and a bookstore, with m eeting rooms
and other organizations, SGA meeting chambers, Center for
located in spaces around the recreational areas, Bailey said.
Career and Professional Development, Academic Advising &
"We took a structure that was sound and transformed it into
Reten tion Center, TD Center, WKU Restaurant Group; and the

third floor includes multiple meeting rooms. Each floor includes
electronic signage.
*The center of the building is open from the first floor to
the third floor with solar tubes that allow natural light into the
building. The facility was designed to meet LEED standards.
*Murals of campus scenes by artist David Jo nes have been
painted throughout the building.
"The new food court includes Steak 'n Shake's first facil ity
on a U.S. college campus.
*Nitc Class has been reborn with a new location on the
southwest side of the first floor and will be a multipurpose venue
that can host various events.
*Wood flooring from the bow ling alley was used on tabletops
in the Red Zone and on colunu1 wraps elsewhere in the building.
The fl oor of the Red Zone also has a basketball court look with
jump circle and 3-point and free throw lines.
"The DSU information desk has a more visible location on
the first floor to assist students and campus visitors.
*The second floor staircase fea tures a large world map
that features the motto "A Leadin g American University with
International Reach."
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Red Zone (sports bar)

V

Associate Director of Student Activities &

Top left: Atrium staircase I Top Right: Fresh Food Court
Bottom left: Red Zone I Bottom Right: Atrium skylight
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Student Disability Services (SDS)
Nite Class (multi-purpose performance venue)

*Water fountains include hydration stations where students and visitors
can fill bottles.
*A 24-hour stud y lounge on the first floor includes spaces for individuals
and small groups.
*Multiple small lounge spaces offer a variety of seating, tables and
charging stations for electronic devices.
"The recreation area on the first floor includes five pool tables, fo ur
pingpong tables and multiple gaming stations.
*The new Big Red statue at the Centennial Mall entrance will be another
WKU photo destination for students, their fami lies, alumni and others.
"For alumni, we've done some special things," Chief Facilities Officer
Bryan Russell said. "First, they're not going to recognize it because it's been
totally transformed. Second, we wanted to preserve the history of WKU so
we've got archived photos and other memorabilia in laminated tabletops,
we've preserved part of the bowling alley floor in tables in the Red Zone, and
we've added murals of historic WKU sites and campus scenery. They'll be
pleased and excited about what they see. It's going to be a 'wow' factor and
all th is was done for students past, present and future."

Department of Student Activities
Campus Activity Board (CAB)
Leadershq:, and Volunteerism
Student Government Association (SGA)

. ..

Center for Career and f'rofessional

.

.

Academic Advising & Retention Center (AARC)

Multi-purpose meeti
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Support the Student Activities Endowment Fund (DSU Programs)

24-hour Study Lounge

..

For m ore than 40 years, the Downing University Center
served WKU students as a place to eat, meet, study, shop and
even bowl. H owever, as today's college students, and the WKU
campus itself, have changed over the decades, the design of the
building had become less relevant. But all of that is now changing.
WKU recently unveiled a state-of-the-art, $58 million
renovation to the new Dero Downing Student Union . This
updated, innovative, sustainable faci lity will benefit the entire
WKU community and will become a true hub of activity for
students. In fact, many of the changes are the request of students.
Students were included in tours of student centers at other
universities and have been instrumental in providing feedback
about features and benefits that w ill be implemented as the
facili ty transforms into its new life.
As w ith most new bui ld ings, numerous naming
opportunitie~ a re available to those who wish to support
the revitalization of the DSU. However, just as this building
itself will be u n ique, so is the outcome of your gift.

Gifts given to the DSU will not be used for "bricks and
mortar," but rather, your donation will be p laced into a permanent
endowment, the proceeds from which will forever p rovide funding
for Student Activities housed in the new DSU. Your funds will
benefit the Student Govenm1ent Association, Student Activities,
Greek Life, Career Services, Office of Diversity, the Student
Accessibility Resource Cen ter, leadership programs and more.
In appreciation of your endowment gift, your name will be
placed in the area of your choice on a room or space commensurate
w ith your level of giving. Your legacy will not only include your
name permanently on display, but the true impact of your gift
w ill be the generations of students who learn from the programs
and services your financial SL1pport has made possible.
Nam_i_ng opportw1ities start at $10,000 and include offices,
conference rooms, reception areas, balconies and more. For
more information about supporting DSU and Student Activities,
contact John C. Perkins Jr., WKU Director of Development for
Special Projects, at (270) 745-4036 or john.perkins@wku.edu .
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He would nave to save himself.
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MOUNT EVEREST'S LINK

An Associate Professor of Geology
and Geography at Western Kentucky
University, All wasn't even su pposed to be
near Himlw1g.
His Nepal expedition had planned to
summit Mount Lhotse, a 27,940-foot sister
peak to the legendary Mount Everest, the
world's highest mountain.
In mid-April, All had been 200
miles west o f Himlung in a cooking tent
at an Everest base camp, sipping black
Nepali tea with the Sherpas w ho work
as guides, cooks and porters during the
climbing season .
Outside, Tibetan prayer flags fluttered
amid a sea of tents set atop a rocky camp,
where more than 300 climbers waited,
some of whom had paid upward of $90,000,
and most of whom were there to summit
the 29,029-foot Everest. As the climbers
adjusted to the altitude, Sherpa guides fixed
ropes and ladders along the route while
setting up high-altitude camps, s tocking
them with food, stoves and oxygen.
All was waiting for four climbers and a
doctoral student with the AmericanCHmber
Science Program, a volunteer organization
he'd co-founded in 2010 to bring together
cHmate scientists, students and volunteer
cHmbers to measure the effects of cHmate
change on the environment. He and his
team would collect data on pollution and
carbon dioxide in Nepal, where m elting
glaciers and warming temperatures put it
and other A lpine areas on the front lines of
global warming.
All had already s ummited Everest
in 2010 during a yearlong Fulbright
fellowship, and those at the camp knew him
by his easy laugh and laid-back personality.
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His plan this time was to climb partway up
Everest, then head east to Lhotse to gather
high-altitude data on carbon-dioxide levels,
soot and dust deposits from pollution.
That evenin g in the tent, h e had
offered to h elp a group of Sherpas,
including his friend, Asman Tamang,
carry supplies the next day to higher
camps. But All had just arrived, and
Tamang urged him to stay and rest.
The next m orning, All was shaken
awake in his tent by a Sherpa cook.
"There's been an avalanche," he told All.
"Many people are killed."
Shortly before 7 a.m. on the Khumbu
Icefall, "an overhanging wedge of ice the
size of a Beverly Hills mansion" broke
loose, s hattering into "truck-size chunks"
that hurtled into four-dozen climbers,
according to author and climber Jon
Krakauer, who wrote about the incident.
It killed 16 Nepali guides, including
Tamang, who had a 9-month-old child.
It was the single deadliest event on a
mountain that has claimed more than 200
lives over the years.
"It was ho1Tible," All said, recalling
bodies tom apart by ice. "You don't see
Sherpa men cry, but there were a lot of
tears in a lot of eyes."
It was a stark remind er of the
dangers lurking in the Himalayan ra nge,
from sudden s torm s and high-altitude
ailments of cerebral adema. And n ow,
the warming Himalayan climate was
adding risk to climbers, All told Atlantic
magazine. That included the increased
instability of ice falls.
Tracking those changes was
what brought All to the Himalayas
in the firs t p lace.
The deadly accident brought All's

Lhotse expedition to a halt and threatened
to scuttle his data collection, after
Sherpas staged a boycott over the small
compensation that the Nepali government
offered to their companions' families.
All's guiding company, cognizant of
its scientific mission, offered to tran sfer
the team 's supplies to a mountain far to
the east, called Himlung, between the
Manaslu and Annapurna ranges. It was
an easier peak, reaching above 23,000
feet, but s till afforded the team the data
samples it n eeded.
The expedition was back on. But time
was getting tight. They had to transfer gear
and get new permits before the monsoon
season at the end of May made it too
dangerous to climb.
"The important thing," All posted
on the group's website, "is that the
science will continu e."
All's passion for high-altitude climate
study was cemented during a yearlong trip
in the 1990s through Central and South
America, grabbing rides on buses, donkeys
and pickups as he visited cities and
communities high in the Andes Mountains.
He saw how climate change was
altering vegetation and melting glaciers in
ways that impacted nearby impoverished
mountain villages. In the fragile ecosystems
of the Alpine areas, "a cl,a.nge in climate
makes a huge difference," he said. "If you
want to study climate change, that's where
you're going to see the big impacts."
All had a degree in International
Environmental Law but by then had
already given up a brief career as an
attorney, instead enrolling in a doctoral
program in Geology and Geography at the
University of Arizona. In his spare time
he climbed, hiked and volunteered for a

Cl imbers and guides gather at base camp near Mt. Everest, where an ice fa ll killed 16 Nepa li
guides and closed t he climbing season in April.

search and rescue organization that helped
lost hikers, climbers and cavers.
His father, whose name is also John
All, a University of Georgia Entomology
Professor, said that was in keeping with the
boy who used to follow him into the com
and cotton fields for crop research and,
years later, took his father and brother Joe
backpacking in national parks out West.
By the time his son was in high sd, ool,
he had climbed 15,000-foot peaks and once
tethtred his mother to help her climb in the
Tetons, the elder All said .
"'He's totally devoted," his father
said. "If vou want to push his buttons, start
arguing with him about climate change.
He'll give you an earful."
In 2002, the younger AJI took a
position at WKU, studying how resource
management and climate change interact

on Alpine ecosystems, by using satellite
imagery and collecting ground data.
His Bowling Green ranch home is full
of climbing gear, and his bedroom closet
is filled with dovm jackets, just like a rack
of business suits. He's made researcl, trips
from Denali, Alaska, to the Cordillera Blanca
mountains in Peru, and has spent months
living in a tent in national parks and game
reserves in sud, countries as Zin1babwe,
Botswana, Zambia and Swaziland.
The travel has been tough on
relationships, All said, perhaps helping
explain why he is single. It's the science
that excites him and his colleagues, such as
Keith Mountain, an Australian University
of Louisville Glaciologist who has worked
on remote, mountaintop glaciers in Peru,
Kenya, Papua New Guinea and Tibet to get
climate histories from ice cores.

Such ground data is a critical piece
of a puzzle, both men say, especially
in remote mountains such as the
Himalayas, where temperatures h ave
risen at twice the global average since
1980, according to NASA. The changes
hold consequences for those living
nearby, and portents for the rest of Earth.
Mountain
said
high-altitude
scientists don't mean to take ris ks, bu t
the work can turn dangerous. Twice
since the 1980s, Mountain has been on
expeditions where he said hidden glacial
crevasses had taken lives, including a
fellow scientist and a gu ide.
"It's an inherently dangerous place,"
Mountain said. ''But the information we
get from this kind of researcl, is critical to
understanding how humankind ).ives and
[how we] sustain ourselves."
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1
CHAPTER 3: T HE CLIM B OUT

Above: After he climbed out of the ice shaft, All spent two hours painfully crawling back to Camp 2.
Right: Suffering internal and externa l bleeding and an injured right arm, All slowly climbed out of
the 70-foot ice p it using only the strength of one good arm, an ax and his metal cra mpon spurs.

C H APTER

2: CLI M B ING H IMLU N G

On May 18, a bright morning sun lit
the inside of the orange tent where All slept
at Camp 2, nearly 19,700 feet up Mount
Himlung. Unzipping the flap, he squinted
at the gleaming w hite glacier outside and
nearly flat, snowy expanse.
All and his team had arri ved a few
days earlier, finding the 15,700-foot base
camp area was deserted because it was so
late in the season. He'd brought a long an
ice ax to help with the climb in the absence
o f ropes fixed by Sherpas.
Two of the five group members already
had summited Himlung and decided not
to make the climb again. That left All,
University of Colorado doctoral student
and climber Ulyana Horodyskyj and
climber Jake St. Pierre to make the ascent
and take samples of snow and ice, testing
for heavy black carbon and dust, as well as
checking carbon dioxide levels in the air.
After setting up Camp 1 at 18,000
feet, all three climbed over loose, d irty,
broken rock a nd through an icefall to
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Camp 2 about four hours later.
"Good weather for now - hope it lasts
a bit," the team wrote on its Facebook page.
But Horodyskyj was feeling ill from a
stomach virus. After climbing back down
to Camp 1, they decided St. Pierre would
accompany her down to base camp to
recover for a day or two, and All would
go back up to Camp 2, collecting samples
while he waited for the two to rejoin him
and resume the climb.
Being alone was "certainly not ideal,"
All said, but he felt he was on safe ground
and knew he had to get up and down the
m ountain in about 10 days.
About 9 a.m. on May 8, after boiling
water on a camp stove to make instant
coffee, Al l grabbed his ice ax, plastic
bags and CPS unit to record samples. He
slipped on a light jacket over a T-shirt and
added fleece gloves and thin pants.
"It was bright sun. l was just out
for a 45-minute walk," he said. "l wasn't
climbing, so l didn't have rescue gear. No
rope, n o flashlight."

The pain from his nonfunctioning right
arm was searing and, with blood running
down his face, he carefully righted himself.
Then he took stock. Ca lling for help
was out because he had no communication
- his satellite texting dev ice was back in
the tent. It was well below zero, and ice
was already forming on h is body. He
knew he'd die of hy potherm ia long before
his team returned. If the ledge went, he'd
die. But he still had the ax, as well as his
crampons, metal spikes attached to his
boots to help his cl imb.
He could not climb straight up,
because the crevasse wid ened above
him, and with only on e arm, he'd need to
wedge himself between the two walls to
make it up. Looking over a few hundred
yards, he could see a possible route where
the walls narrowed sufficiently.

Marveling at the sea of sharp, snow
peaks along the Annapurna range, name
after a Hindu goddess - he explored
nearby ice wall a few hundred ya rds away
"So I turn around, I'm just kind o
strolling back. I see a nice flat area. OK
tha t's where I'll take my sample," he said
"This i~n't impossible," he remembers
"I start walking toward it. It was ankl think ing. "I really had to focus. That's
what climbing teaches you. You just
deep snow. Perfectly normal. ... "
learn
tunnel vision. There's just one thing
"And then, boom. I'm in a mine shaft
smashin g my face against the wall, going happening here."
Before beginning, All p ulled out
'Holy shit."'
the
tiny
point-and-shoot camera he kept
"I threw my right arm out with my a
in
a
breast
jacket pocket, d eciding to
and it st\.1ck in the wall. ... But, of course
free-falling you can't stop yourself witl dornment his dilemma. He filmed four
one arm like that. So it just ripp ed it out o dramatic video clips, including one in
v.foch he swears repeatedly aJ1d asks,
its socket, but my ax pulled out thankfully
"llow the f - do l get back up there?"
sol had it," he said.
"l wasn 't giving myself any room for
"l bounced a few more times, woun
doubt,
and l think documenting it sort of
up landing on my side ... with both leg
reaffirmed
that for me. J will show this to
dangling into the void."
people," he said. Plus, 'Tm a scientist, I
All was stuck on a crevasse ledge
document ~verythi.ng."
solid ground 70 feet above hin1, no hel
Then, he began to climb.
anywhere near, and no idea how he wa
He braced the spikes on his crampons
ever going to get back up.
against both walls, then moving the ice ax

a few inches ahead, pulled himself to the
ax with one hand. Then, he reset his feet
and did it all over again - and again and
again and again.
The ice kept giving way, and he knew
one bad slip could be his death. But he
slowly inched his way diagonally upward.
"It was pa infully slow," he
remembered." And it's 20,000 feet, so I'm
breathing like a bellows. So, whenever l
got any kind of flat-foot stance, I'd put
my head down and breathe."
At least four grueling hours later,
around 2 p.m., All finally punched through
the crust covering the top of the glacier.
'Tm so u tterly spent, just breathing and
panting.1 probably spent 5-10 minutes just
there, with half my body out, until finally
I could just flop backward. Eventually I
stood up and inU11ediately just fell again
because I was so weak," he said.
It took him at least two more hours to
stagger and crawl back to his tent. It was
after 4 p.m., and dusk was approaching.
Unable to get his crampons off or crawl into
a sleeping bag, he lay w ith his feet sticking
outside the tent, thankful to be alive.
As d arkness started to fall, he was
rel u ctant to seek an evacuation . He
knew .i t could p u t rescuers at risk. But
given his inj u ries, he knew he couldn't
climb back down.
He sent the first of several texts for
help, some of which automatically were
p rogrammed to land on the Climber
Science Facebook page.
"Please call Global Rescue. John
broken arm, ribs, internal b leeding. Fell
70 ft crevasse. Climbed out. Himlung
camp 2," he posted . "Please hurry ."

While atop
a 19,700ft. glacier,
collecting
samples
for climate
change
research,
John All
broke
through a
thin layer of
ice and snow
into a deep
crevasse.

2

Hitting the
sides of the
crevasse
during his
harrowing
fall, John
dislocated
his shoulder
and broke
six ribs,
causing
internal
bleeding
and damage
to his spine.

3

Comingto
a rest on a
ledge 70ft.
below the
surface,
John shot
a video
message
and began
the fourhour climb
to the
surface.

...
1
,.

1

70 feet
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CHAPTER 4: THE RESCUE

Rough weather conditions led to an 18-hour delay for the rescue helicopter from Global Rescue. (Photos Courtesy of Simrik Air)

Climber Science friends in Hawaii
werethefirsttoseehispostandimrnediately
contacted Boston-based Global Rescue,
which provides medical and security
evacuation to everyone from oil workers
in Nigeria to Himalayan climbers, and to
which AJJ had a membership.
The firm scrambled a helicopter in
Kathmandu, but bad weather meant no
rescue could take place until the next
morning. And there was another potential
problem: Helicopters struggle to get
enough lift in such thin air, and All was
stranded close to the safe-flight ceiling. The
attempt would be Global Rescue's second
highest evacuation.
"Operating at 20,000 feet is difficult,"
Global Rescue CEO Dan Richards said.
On Himlung, All - who had to
approve a $3,000 credit-card charge
to pay for part of the rescue - ate
some jelled packets of protein. He cut
his crampons off and crawled into the
tent. fie took em ergency hydrocodone
to dull the "waves of agony" that
swept through his broken ribs.
He kept in contact with a few mends
and his parents with texts.
"GR can't find a helicopter so !'JJ tiy
to survive tonight. I crawled back to tent.
Unless the bleeding inside gets me, I should
live," he texted to the group's Facebook
page, adding another time, "Bleeding
inside feels better but so cold. Pain meds
fU!1ning low. Longest night ever."
Back in Athens, Ga., his parents
texted back that they loved him, and tried
to divert his attention from the pain and
cold with jokes about the Georgia heat. His
mother sent a text urging him not to sleep,
lest he not wake up.
"We spent all night texting him back
and forth, trying to keep him encouraged,"
his father said.
Dawn finally came, bringing the
welcome sounds of AS 350 83E chopper
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blades. All said he later learned that the
others on his team were hiking toward
Camp 2 when they saw it fly overhead,
their first realization that something
was wrong.
"It was a pretty terrifying thing to
witness, actually, not knowing what had
happened," Horodyskyj said. "We thought
he was dead."
The pilot and another rescuer circled
for nearly a half-hour before finding a
suitable landing area on the snow field.
They found All inside his tent, stiff
with injuries and frostbite on his fingers.
The rescuers dragged his 6-foot-5 frame on
a sleeping pad to the chopper.
The pilot got the chopper airborne
again. With the tent receding in the distance
amid the snowy Himalayan peaks, All
threw back his head and sighed in relief.

CHAPTER 5: TH E AFTERMATH

At Novic International Hospital in
Kathmandu, All got a battery of tests and
had his arm reset. The list of his injuries
was long: eleven broken bones, including
six ribs, three ve1tebrae, slashes across
his stomach, a battered eye, injuries to his
spine and fingers so frostbit that it looked
as if he'd been hit with a hammer. But he'd
recover after surgery on his arm.
His videos of his arduous climb up
the crevasse, posted on Facebook, went
viral and were followed quickly by media
interview requests from around the world.
While climbing accidents "kind of
go vvith the territory, John's fail into the
crevasse is one for the books," said Ellen
Lapham, a climber who is co-director of the
science climber group and has attempted
Everest twice. "Given the injuries, the fact
that he could climb out was amazing."
But his story also invited criticism
from some who dismissed him as a
"thrill junkie" and a "fool" for being
alone, someone who should have
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been more focused on climbing out of
the crevasse than taking video.
Lapham
acknowledges
that,
in retrospect, being alone "was
not a good idea," and she plans
to strengthen the group's safety
protocols on scientific climb s.
And David Keeling, Head ofWKU's
Department of Geography and Geology,
said that, though he is "grateful that
John survived his accident," the fall
has caused "us as a department, and
as a wider scientific community, to ask
serious questions" about safety plans
needed to minimize risk.
Back home recovering in Bowling
Green, All acknowledges his critics,
even as he maintains that he didn't
think he was taking risks being on a flat,
seemingly safe spot. But he said he'll
be more cautious. The silver lining, he
said, is that the incident may help bring
more attention to climate change.
Though he was grounded from
climbing, he planned and supervised
a climate research trip to Peru this
past summer that was funded by
USAID and involved dozens of
researchers and students.
And while still processing what
happened, All seems to be taking it i.n stride
- perhaps not surprising for a professor
who has a tattoo commemorating a time
he stepped on a black mamba snake and is
a member of New York's Explorer's Club.
The work of climate data collection, he
insists, "has got to be done."
lt'sa sentiment echoed by University
of Rochester astrophysicist Adam Frank,
who recently wrote a blog saying that
All's experience was a reminder that
"going impossible p laces, enduring
impossible conditions, overcoming
impossible odds - all in the name of
getting new observations .. . represents
one more reason to celebrate science."
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THE TEAMS OF CONFERENCE

USA

IV
Charlotte

FIU

University of orth Carolina at Charlotte
Location: Charlotte, N .C.
ickname: 49ers
Mascot: Norm the Niner
Colors: Green and White
Enrollment: 25,063
Sponsored Sports: 17 - Men (9) - Baseball,

Florida International University
Location: Miami, Fla.
Nickname: Panthers
Mascot: Roary the Panther
Colors: Blue and Gold
Enrollment: 54,000
Sponsored Sports: 18 - Men (7) - Baseball,

Baske tba ll, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Soccer,
Tennis, Indoor & Ou tdoor Track & Field - Women (8)
- Basketball, Cross Country, Soccer, Softball, Tennis,
[ndoor & Ou tdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Basketball, Cross Country, Football, Soccer,
Tndoor & Outdoor Track & Field - Women (11) Basketball, Cross Country, Golf, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming & Diving, Tennis, Indoor & Outdoor
Track & Field, Sand Volleyball, Volleyball.

Sports Fact: Charlotte was an original member
of the Sun Belt Conference and was an SBC foe
of the Hi lltoppers from 1982 through 1991
Road Trip from WKU: 7.5 hours (444 miles)

Sports Fact: Sand Volleyball is FIU's newest sport
Road Trip from WKU: 14.5 hours (970 miles)
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Old Dominiom

Florida Atlantic

LA Tech

North Texas

Florida Atlantic University
Location: Boca Raton, Fla.
Nickname: Owls
Mascot: Owsley
Colors:Blue and Red
Enrollment: 30,000
Sponsored Sports: 19-Men (8)- Baseball, Basketball,

Louisiana Tech University
Location: Ruston, La.
Nickname: Bulldogs and Lady Techsters
Mascot: Tech
Colors: Blue and Red
Enrollment: 11,360
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (7) - Baseball,

Cross Country, Football, Golf, Soccer, Swimming
& Diving, Tennis - Women (11) - Basketball, Cross
Country, Golf, Sand VolleybaU, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming & Diving, Tennis, fndoor and Outdoor
Track & Field, Volleyball.

University of North Texas
Location: Denton, Texas
Nickname: Mean Green
Mascot: Scrappy
Colors: Green and White
Enrollment: 36,111
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (6) - Basketball, Cross

Basketball, Cross Country, Football, Coif, Indoor
& Outdoor Track & Field - Women (9) - Basketball,
Bowling, Cross Country, Soccer, Softball, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Country, Football, Coif, Indoor & Outdoor Track &
Field - Women (10) - Basketball, Cross Country, Golf,
Soccer, Softball, Swimming & Diving, Tennis, Indoor
& Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Sports Fact: LA Tech and WKU were Sw, Belt
rivals (particularly in women 's basketball) from
1991 through 2001
Road Trip from WKU: 9 hours (578 miles)

Sports Fact: 2013-2014 Heart of Dallas Bowl
Champions.
Road Trip from WKU: 11.5 h ours (739 miles)

Sports Fact: Football coaching great Howard
Schellenberger was the founder of FAU football
Road Trip from WKU: 13.5 hours (930 miles)

I FALL 2014

Old Dominion University
Location: Norfolk, Va.
N ickname: Monarchs and Lady Monarchs
Mascot: Big Blue
Colors: Slate Blue, Silver and Light Blue
Enrollment: 24,670
Sponsored Sports: 17- Men (8)- Baseball, Basketball,
Football, Golf, Soccer, Swimming & Diving, Tennis,
Wrestling - Women (8) - Basketball, Field Hockey,
Coif, Lacrosse, Rowi11g Soccer, Swimming & Diving,
Tennis - Coed (1) - Sailing.

Sports Fact: Their field hockey team is a 9-time
national champion and all-time Division Tleader
ln number of victories.
Road Trip from WKU: 11.5 hours (744 miles)

SOUTHERN MlSS
GOLD

II

Marshall

MTSU

Rice

Southern Miss

Marshall University
Location: Huntington, W. Va.
Nickname: Thundering Herd or the Herd
Mascot: Marco the Bison
Colors: Green and White
Enrollment: 14,000
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (6) - Baseball,

Middle Tennessee State University
Location: Murfreesboro, Te1m.
N ickname: Blue Raiders
Mascot: Lightning
Colors: Royal Blue and White
Enrollment: 23,881
Sponsored Sports: 17 - Men (8) - Baseball,

Basketball, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Soccer Women (10) - Basketball, Cross Country, Golf, Soccer,
Softball, Swimming & Diving, Tennis, Ind oor &
Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Rice University
Location: Houston, Texas
Nickname: Owls
Mascot: Sammy the Owl
Colors: Blue and Gray
Enrollment: 6,487
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (8) - Baseball,

University of Southern Mississippi
Location: H attiesburg, Miss.
Nickname: Golden Eagles
Mascot: Seymour d 'Campus
Colors: Black and Gold
Enrollment: 15,325
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (7) - Baseball,

Basketball, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field - Women (9) Basketball, Cross Country, Coif, Soccer, Softball,
Tennis, Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Basketball, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field - Women (8) Basketball, Cross Country, Soccer, Softball, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Basketball, Football, Coif, Tennis, Indoor &
Outdoor Track & Field - Women (9) - Basketball,
Cross Country, Coif, Soccer, Softball, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Sports Fact: Marshall was a member of the Ohio
Valley Conference (with WKU) from 1949-1951.
Road Trip from WKU: 4.5 hours (286 miles)

Sports Fact: MTSU was WKU's first college
opponent in football in 1914.
Road Trip from WKU: 1.5 hours (90 miles)

Sports Fact: 2013 C-USA Football Champions
and 2013 AutoZone Liberty Bowl appearance.
Road Trip from WKU: 13 hours (841 miles)

Sports Fact: Southern Miss is the alma mater of
NFL legend Brett Favre, long-time quarterback
of the Green Bay Packers.
Road Trip from WKU: 7.5 hours (485 miles)
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WKU RENEWS STRONG RIVALRIES
WITH MOVE TO CONFERENCE USA
By Paul Just ('69, 72)

UTEP

MINERS~

I
1.
I

I
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UAB

UTEP

University of A labama at Birmingham
Location: Birmingham, Ala.
Nickname: Blazers
Mascot: Blaze
Colors: Forest Green and Old Gold
Enrollment: 17,999
Sponsored Sports: 18 - Men (6) - Baseball,

U niversity of Texas at El Paso
Location: El Paso, Texas
ickname: Miners
Mascot: Paydirt Pete
Colors: Dark Blue, O range, Silver Accent
Enrollment: 22,749
Sponsored Sports: 16 - Men (6) - Basketball, Cross

Basketball, FootbalJ, Golf, Soccer, Tennis - Women
(12) - Basketball, Bowling, Cross Counh·y, Golf, Rifle,
Soccer, Sand Volleyball, Softba ll, Tennis, Indoor &
Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Colmtry, Football, Golf, Indoor & Ou tdoor Track &
Field - Women (9) - Basketball, Cross Country, Golf,
Soccer, Softball, Tennis, Indoor & Outdoor Track &
Field, Volleyball - Coed (1) • Rifle.

Sports Fact: Men's Golf advanced to NCAA
Championship in 2014.
Road Trip from WKU: 4 hours (256 mi les)

Sports Fact: Formerly known as Texas Western,
UTEP was the 1966 NCAA Men's Basketball
National Champion and the subject of the 2006
movie Glon; Rood about the Miners' march to the title.
Road Trip from WKU: 20 ho urs (1,357 miles)

UTSA

WKU

University of Texas al San Antonio
Location: San Antonio, Texas
Nickname: Roadrunners
Mascot: Rowdy the Roadrunner
Colors: Navy Blue, Orange and White
Enrollment: 28,623
Sponsored Sports: 17 - Men (8) - Baseball,

Western Kentucky University
Location: Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname: Hilltoppers
Mascot: Big Red
Colors: Red and White
Enrollment: 21,124
Sponsored Sports: 18 - Men (8) - Baseball,

Basketba ll, Cross Country, Football, Golf, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field - Women (9) Basketball, Cross Cou ntry, Golf, Soccer, Softball,
Tennis, Indoor & Ou td oor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Basketball,
Cross Country,
Football,
Golf,
Swimming & Diving, J11door & Outdoor Track &
Field - Women (10) - Basketball, Cross Country,
Golf, Soccer, Softball, Swimming & Diving, Tennis,
Indoor & Outdoor Track & Field, Volleyball.

Sports Fact: 2014 C-USA Volleyball Champions
Road Trip from WKU: 15 hours (1,000 miles)
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Sports Fact: WKU won the 2014 Bubas Cup.
WKU has won the cu p 6 times since 1987. The
Bubas Cup is the Sun Belt Conference's annual
all sports championship trophy.

Effective July 1, Western Kentucky University
became the 14th member of Conference USA,
ending the Hilltoppers' 32-year run in the Sun
Belt Conference (SBC) and takin g a step up in the
world of college athletics.
Among the many benefits of membership
in C-USA is the league's tie-ins for post-season
bowl play in football. The conference has five
primary tic-ins for 2014-the Bahamas Bowl, tl1e
Boca Raton Bowl, the Heart of Dallas Bowl, the
Hawai'i Bowl and the New Mexico Bowl-and
a secondary tie-in with the Independence Bowl.
In addition, C-USA has television contracts w ith
Fox College Sports, the CBS Sports Network and
Sinclair Broadcasting on the American Sports
Network for televising more than 100 conference
athletic events in the 2014-2015 school year (that is
approximately four times more exposure than the
Sun Belt Conference).
Conference USA is headquartered in DaJ]as,
Texas, but its member schools reach from the Atlantic
Coast to El Paso on the banks of the Rio Grande.
C-USA is the fifth conference home for WKU
athletics. The Hilltoppers were a part of the old
Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
(KJAC) from the early 1920s to 1948; the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Association (STAA) from
the mid-1920s to the early 1940s; the Ohio Valley
Conference (OVC) from 1948 to 1982 (34 years);
and the SBC from 1982 to 2014 (32 years). fn the
1970s, Lady Topper sports were a part of the
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference
(KWIC) before the OVC added women 's sports.

Marshall 1948 - 1951

.

MTSU

1952 - 2000

~1.~
~~

D1~

SUN BELT- 1'"'11
C~arlotte 1982 -1991

~

•

UAB 1982-1991

Old Dominion 1982-1991 -

u!fl CM Lousiana Tech
FIU 1998 - 2013

.

1991 - 2001

6 10

..... MTSU 2000 - 2013

North Texas 2000 - 2013

•

FAU 2006 - 2013

And, some Topper sports (i.e., swimming, riflery,
men's soccer, etc.) were at times affiliate members
of various other leagues.
It may be a new league home for Hilltopper
athletics, but it is also a homecoming of sorts. Only
fou.r of the C-USA sd1ools are new conference
rivals for WKU-Rice, Southern Mississippi,
Texas-El Paso and Texas-San Antonio. The other
nine have been league foes of the Toppers at one
time or another in the past 66 years.
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Through the years, Hilltopper and Lady
Topper athletes have squared off on the field of
competition against athletes from these schools
in hundreds of contests since Western Kentucky
State Normal School faced Middle Tennessee State
Normal School in the Hill toppers' (then known by
the nicknames "Pedagogues" or "Teachers") first
intercollegiate football contest in 1913.
In baseball (404 games), men 's basketball

(319), women's basketball (218), volleyball (187)
and football (95) alone, WKU teams have gone
head-to-head with these teams more than 1,200
times, winning more than 58 percent of those
con tests through the years. Cross country, golf,
soccer, softball, swimming, tennis and track
enjoyed their successes as well.
Those rivalries produced many moments to
remember, including:

nail-biters on the gridiron

double overtime victory

withMiddleTennessee, FloridaAtlantic and NorthTexas.

over Charlotte in the semi-finals of the Sun Belt Tournament in
Diddle Arena in 1987. SophomoreBrett McNeal had 30 points after
halftime and finished the night with 34.

heated rivalries
with UAB andMTSU inmen'sbasketball.

championship game
classic match ups

of the Sun Belt Baseball Tourney at Norfolkin 1985; it was aless
than satisfying 11-10 extra inning loss for the Toppers •· but, what
a game.

with Louisiana Tech, Old Dominion and MTSU
in women's basketball; and, Dawn Warner'sthree-pointer
that knocked Tech out of the Sun Belt Tourney on its
home fioor back in 1995.

Casey Tinius' pressure-packed 34-yard field goal
as timeexpired topush WKUtoa 10-9 football win over
Florida International in Houchens-Smith Stadiumin 2011.

1985 NCAA Women'sBasketball Final Four
in Austin, Texas, where WKU andODUbecame
the first two schoolsfromthe same conference to
reach theFinal Four.
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Anthony Winchester'sbuzzer-beating heave
from near half-court that gaveWKU a thrilling
come-from-behind 93-92 victory at North Texas in 2005.

Also, there is a tradition of excellence in a
number of sports, i11cluding: appearances in the
men's basketball Final Four by both WKU and
Charlotte; the women's basketball Final Four by
WKU, Tech and ODU; and the College World
Series by Rice and Southern Miss. There will
be familiar faces as well, particularly at ODU
where former Topper A thletic Director Wood
Selig is now the Monarch A D and former WKU
baseball mentor Chris Finwood is now the
Monarch Head Coach.

The future of these old rivalries now rests
in the hands of the WKU athletes and coaches of
today. The foundation for the continued growth
and success of Hilltopper athletics has been laid by
the thousands who have worn the red and white
through the decades; and, now, that future begins.
One thing is for certain: Hilltopper fans will
see a lot of familiar team names on the jerseys
of opposing athletes who visit The Hill in the
coming years!
Get out, support the Toppers and enjoy this
unique school year, WKU's first i11 C-USA, its
new conference home.
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Homecoming Chili and
Cheese Luncheon and Pep Rally

~

Junior

.IA Achievemenf
11:00a.m. to 1:00p.m.

643 at Hitcents Park Plaza, 360 East 8th Avenue
Presented by Junior Achievement af South Central Kenrucky and the WKU
Alumni Association.

The official Homecoming kick-off rally continues at its new location at
Hitcents Park Plaza! Celebrate the tradition with good food, great fun
and plenty of WKU Spirit! WKU Football players, Pep Band members,
Cheerleaders and Topperettes will join Coach Jeff Brohm for an exciting
afternoon that is sure to elevate the Hilltopper Spirit. Proceeds benefit
Junior Achievement. Contact Junior Achievement at 270-782-0280.

2014 Summit Awards Dinner

0 ServiceOne
Glasgow Homecoming Chili
and Cheese Luncheon and Pep Rally
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

South Central Bank Operations Center, 501 SL Rogers Wells Blvd. in
Glasgow, Ky.
Sponsored by rhe WKU Glasgow Campus, Junior Achievemenr of Somh
Central Kenrucky, and the Barren County Alumni Chaprei Contact Junior

Where you belong.
6:00 p.m. Social, 6:30 p.m. Program

Knicely Conference Center, 654 Campbell Lane
WKU honors its outstanding volunteers at this recognition and awards
ceremony. Contact Kara Neidell at kara.hogue-neidell@wku.edu or
270 745-4396,

Achievement at 270·782-0280.

The 25th Annual Putman County Spelling Bee
Amusical theatre produced by the WKU Department of Theatre &Dance
8:00p.m.
Russell H. Miller Theatre in the Ivan Wilson fine Arts Center
Performances run Nov. 6-11. All performances are at 8:00 p.m., except for
Sunday at 3:00 p.m. Recommended for ages 13+. Contains adult humor
and some coarse (but perfectlyspelled) language. fortickets, visit
www.showare.com orcall 270-745-3121.
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WKU Student PublicationsHomecoming
Breakfast - Talisman and College Heights Herald

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Homecoming Brunch

8:JOa.m.

SAEHouse, 300 Alumni Avenue
Contact Dan Mulert at Danie1.mu1ert054@topper.wku.edu.

Knicely Conference Center, 654 Campbell l ane
contact Tracy Newton at tracy.newton@wku.edu or 270-745-2653.
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10:00a.m.

Residence Hall Open Houses
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Homecoming Brunch

I

I
I

10:00a.m.to 12:00p.m.

Contact Peggy Crowe at peggy.crowe@wku.edu or 270-745-2597.

9:00a.m.

AOII House, 1556 Normal Drive
Contact Ellen Vice at ellen.vice298@topper.wku.edu or
606-748-7605.

1'

I

Library Confucius Institute Reception
9:00a.m. to 10:JOa.m .

1.
•

Helm Library, Room 100
Contact Jennifer Wilson, Marketing Coordinator for
WKU libraries, at 270-745-6977.

I

Dental Hygiene Continuing
Education Course

1

9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

I

Academic Complex, Room 217
Contact Lynn Austin at lynn.austin@wku.edu or 270-745-2427.

Family and Consumer Sciences and
Phi Upsilon Omicron Alumni
'Remember When You Were New Tops on the 8/o(k• Brun(h

BSU/ BCM Students vs. Alumni
Flag Football Game
10:JOa.m.

WKU Intramural Complex
Sponsored by Baptist Campus Ministry
Contact Tommy Johnson, Campus Minister, at
thomas.johnson@wku.edu or 270-781-3185.

•Gordon Ford College of Business
Homecoming Brunch
10:JOa.m . to 12:JOp.m .
Grise Hall
Contact Kristina Harvey at kristina.harvey@wku.edu or
270-745-2279.

IMREC Sports Alumni Homecoming Picnic
11:00a.m. to 1:00p.m.

WKU South l awn, in front of Preston Center
Contact Steve Rey at steve.rey@wku.edu or 270-745-6060.

10:00a.m.

Eloise B. Houchens Center, 1115 AdamsStreet
RSVP no later than October 31 to Lauri Warden at lauri.warden@
wku.edu or 270-745-4352.

Kappa Delta Homecoming Alumnae
Brunch and Tailgating

Attention WKU Band Alumni!
Aspecial reunion will beheldduring Homecoming weekend
for all alumni of theBigRedMarchingBand. Activities begin
on Friday, Nov. 7 and culminate with aspecial performance
of the alumni band with the 2014 edition of the Big
Red Marching Band at the football game. For detailed
information, contact Regina Daugherty, WKU Bands Office
Associate, at regina.daugherty@wku.edu or 270-745-4253
or visit onlineat www.alumni.wku.edu/alumniband14.

1952 Refrigerator Bowl Team Reunion
The first football team in WKU's history to reach post-season play
will hold its annual reunion during Homecoming weekend. Contact
Kara Hogue-Neidell at kara.hogue-neidell@wku.edu or
270-745-4396.

II
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Ogden College Homecoming Tailgate
11:00a.m. to2:00p.m.

WKU 5outh l awn
Contact Monica Bean at monica.bean@wku.edu or 270-745-4448.

Phi Delta Theta House Groundbreaking

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

11:00a.m.

7:00p.m.

Kappa Delta House, 1600 Chestnut Street
Contact wkukdalumnae@gmail.com for more information.

New Home Site, 330 Alumni Avenue
Contact Jason Heflin at jason.hefiin@gmail.com or 270-535-7366.

11:JOa.m. to 1:30p.m .

PikeHouse, 1328 Center Street
Contact Adam Rider at adam.rider@wku.edu or 270-745-6490.

Alpha Gamma Delta Homecoming Brunch

5Ioan Convention Center, 1021 Wilkinson Trace
The 2014 inductees are Mr. Rick Loomis, Dr. David"Doc· Livingston,
and Retired Col. Gary "Mickey" Riggs. Contact Tracy Morrison at

Society of African American Alumni
Tailgate Party

7:00p.m.

Hall of Distinguished
Alumni Luncheon and
Induction Ceremony

tracy.morrison@wku.edu or 270-745-4395.

Pi Kappa Alpha Homecoming Golf Scramble
12:00p.m.

Bowling Green Country Club, 251 Beech Bend Road
Contact Adam Rider at adam.rider@wku.edu or 270-745-6490.

Master of Public Administration Program
Alumni Reception
7:00p.m. to 10:00p.m.

Augenstein Alumni Center, 292 Alumni Avenue
Contact Victoria Gordon at victoria.gordon@wku.edu or
270-745-6192.

Pi Kappa Alpha Homecoming Reception

10:00a.m

ATO Alumni Happy Hour
Holiday Inn University Plaza, 1021 WilkinsonTrace
Contact Adam Rider at adam.rider@wku.edu or 270-745-6490.

Society of African American Alumni
Memorial Service

Alpha Gamma Delta House, 1540 Chestnut Street
Cont_act thetaiotaalumnae@gmail.com for moreinformation.

Alumni W-Club Athletic Hall ~
of Fame Induction
Ceremony and Brunch
'
10:00a.m

11 :00a.m.

Bates Runner Hall Lawn
Contact Scott Shook at scott.shonk@wku.edu or 270-745-4395.

WKU PBS 25th Anniversary
Homecoming Open House
11 :00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

8:00p.m.

E.A. Diddle Arena, Main Floor

Chandler Memorial Chapel, WKUCampus
Contact Scott Shonk at scott.shonk@wku.edu or 270-745-4395.

Contact Paul Just at paul.just@wku.edu or 270-792-4247
or Bill Edwards at bill.edwards@wku.edu.

WKU Public Broadcasting, AcademicComplex 1S3A
Contact Pat Reynolds at patricia.reynolds@wku.edu or
270-745-2400.

Society of African American Alumni
Homecoming Kick-Off Party

Department of Agriculture
Homecoming Brunch

College of Health and Human Services
Homecoming Alumni and Friends Cookout

9:00p.m.

10:00a.m

Par MakersClubhouse, 1080 Brownslock Road
Contact Scott Shonk at scort.shonk@wku.edu or 270-745-4395.

l.D. Brown Agriculture Exposition Center, 406 Elrod Road
RSVP by October 29 to Lindsay Meeks at lindsay.meeks@wku.edu.

11 :300.m. to 1:30p.m.

Academic Complex Front Courtyard, next to South l awn
Contact the CHHS Dean's Office at chhs@wku.edu or 270-745-2425.
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Department of Military Science and
Leadership ROTC Alumni Homecoming Tent

Department of Agriculture Tailgating

11 :30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

WKU Floral Design Training Center, 514 Regents Avenue
Contact Lindsay Meeks at lindsay.meeks@wku.edu or270-745-3151.

2014 Homecoming Step Show
7:00 p.m.
E.A. Diddle Arena

WKU South lawn
Contact Andrea Greenwood at andrea.greenwood@wku.edu or
270-745-4293.

BSU/ BCM Homecoming Tailgating
12:JOp.m.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Homecoming Reception

Alpha Tau Omega Homecoming Tailgating
Student Tailgating in the Valley
Contact Adam Rider at 270-745-6490 or adam.rider@wku.edu.

Baptist Student Center, 1574 Normal Drive
Contact Tommy Johnson. Campus Minister, at 270-781-3185
or thomas.johnson@wku.edu.

9:00p.m.

College of Education and Behavioral
Sciences Homecoming Tailgating

Honors College Tailgate

12:00p.m. to2:30p.m.

WKU South lawn
Contact Tammy Spinks at tammy.spinks@wku.edu or270-745-4664.

Pi Kappa Alpha Homecoming Tailgating
Student Tailgating in the Valley
Contact Adam Riderat 270-745-6490 oradam.rider@wku.edu.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Homecoming Tailgating
12:00p.m.

Student Tailgating in the Valley
Contact Dan Mulerl at damel.mulert0S4@topper.wku.edu.

Wesley Foundation Open House
12:00p.m. to2:00p.m.

Wesley Foundation, 1355 College Street
Contact Rev. Shea James at shea@wkywesley.org or 270·842-2880.
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12:30p.m.

5poniored by the WKU National Pan-Hellenic Council

ContactWKU NPHC at wkunphc@wku.edu.

12:30 p.m. to Kickoff

WKUCampus
Contact Rebekah Russell at rebekah.russell@wku.edu or
270-745-2081.

SAEHouse, 300 Alumni Avenue
Contact Dan Mulert at daniel.mu1ert0S4@topper.wku.edu.

Society of African American Alumni
Old School/ New School Party
10:00 p.m.
Knicely Conference Center, 654 Campbell lane
Contact Scott Shonk at scott.shonk@wku.edu or270-745-4395.

Spirit Master Homecoming Tent
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. - Spirit Moster Time

Student Tailgating in the Valley
Contact Lucinda Anderson at lucinda.anderson@wku.edu.

18th Annual Jim Wayne Miller Celebration
of Writing

ATO Finale Dinner

Every LeafAMirror: AJim Wayne Miller Reoder

7:00p.m.

2:00p.m.

Sloan Convention Center, 1021 Wilkinson Trace
Contact Adam Rider at 270-745-6490 or adam.rider@wku.edu.

Augenstein AlumniCenter, 292 Alumni Avenue
The event will feature a presentation on the book by its autho~,
Morris A. Grubbs and Mary Ellen Miller. A reception and book
signing will immediately follow the reading. Contact Mary Ellen
Millerat mary.miller@wku.edu or 270-745-5721.

Phi Delta Theta Homecoming Reception
7:00 p.m. or After the Game

Corsair Artisan Distillery, 400 E. Main Avenue
Con1act Jason Heflin at Jason.heflin@gmail.comor 270-535-7366.

A musical composer, performer and teacher, a Pulitzer Prize-winning photojournalist, and a decorated militanJ
veteran and former Commander of the WKU ROTC w ill join WKU's H all of Disti.nguislted A lumni this fall.

Dr David "Doc" Livingston, Rick Loomis and Retired Col. Gary "Mickey" Riggs will be inducted duri11g WKU's
2014 Homecoming celebration. The 23rd class of noted alumni will be inducted during a luncheon at 11 :30 a.m. on
Nov. 7. For information, contact the WKU Alumni Association at (270) 745-4395 or visit alumni.wk11.edu .
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Most Memorable WKU Moment: Playing Benny Goodman's "Sing, Sing, Sing" with the WKU band at

Most Memorable WKU Moments: Making lifelong friends, receiving an excellent education, and being

halftime to a full stadium

privy ton plethora of great experiences

Favorite Career Highlight: Serving with the Gemini dance band and going on USO tours around the world

Favorite Career Highlight: Being honored with the Pulitzer Prize in 2007, a culmination of an "amazing

20-pl us-year rollercoaster ride"
On e of the most famous musicians
ever to work in Kentucky, Dr. David
"Doc" Livingston is a noted composer,
performer and former teacher in both
public schools and at WKU. He earned
h is Bachelor of Science degree from WKU
in 1951, his Master of Arts degree from
the University of Kentucky in 1952, and
completed his doctoral work in 1971 at
Ohio State University.
Dr. Livingston began his professional
career in music at age 15 when he arranged
and played for a dance ba11d in clubs a11d
on radio. After graduating from high
school, he joined the Army infantry but
was later transferred to the Air Force to
p lay with the 4th Air Corps Band at March
Field in Ca lifornia, where he ultimately
was assigned to play jazz saxophone.
After his military service, Dr.
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Livingston began his long teaching career,
starting as a band director. Following an
18-year stint in public schools, he began
his tenure at WKU, where he became a
professor and taught until his retirement in
1990. While at WKU, Dr. Livingston served
as Director of Bands and taught courses in
theory, composition and woodwinds.
A noted composer, Dr. Livingston's
works have been performed by the Ohio
State Symphonic Band, the Ohio All-State
Band, and the Detroit and Oklahoma City
symphonies. He also composed music to
commemorate the University of Kentucky's
Commonwealth Stadium dedication in
1976 and for the Kentucky Bicentennial.
As a top jazz performer on saxophone
and keyboard, Dr. Livingston made
two overseas tours with Billy Vaughn's
Hollywood Orchestra, and he has performed

with some of the greatest jazz artists of o
time, including Louis Armstrong and Da
Brubeck. In 1997, Dr. Livingston, alo
with singer and actress Rosemary Cloon
received the Governor's Award for t
Arts in Instrumental Music. He was age
honored in 1998 by his induction into
WKU Music Wall of Fame. In 1999, Frank
County High School named the Dr. Dav·
Livingston Band Room in his honor.
Dr. Livingston, who lives in Bowl'
Green, Ky., has been married for 62 yea
to his w ife, Joyce, and has two childre
three musical granddaughters and n·
great-grandchildren. Dr. Livingston
influences as a musician and teach
have touched and changed the lives
thousands of students and music love
alike throughout out the world.

Rick Loom is is an award-winning
photojournalist with the Los A11geles
Ti111c~. Ha\ ing first become interested in
the field through a high school internship
at the Pal111 Beach Post, Loomis earned a
Bachelor uf Arts in Photojournalism with
a mi.nor 111 Latin American Studies from
WKU 111 1994, after which he joined the
staff of the Los Angeles Times.
Loomis spent a mon th covering the
aft~rm,1th of the September 11 attacks
before following the United States Marine
Corps ,1s they invaded Afghan istan. ln
the following decade, he covered the war
in Afghanistan extensively, spending
more than two years there all together.
During that time, he also worked as an
embedded journalist w ith the United
State,, Army Specia l Forces.
In 2003, Loomis again embedded
with the United States Marine Corps to

document the invasion of Iraq. In 2004, he
covered the First Battle of Fallujah, also
known as Operation Vigilant Resolve,
and he has made several subsequent trips
to report on the ongoing situation in Iraq.
Loomis h as traveled the world
documenting conflict and other issues
in places like Iraq, Israel, Palestine,
Afghanistan, Lebanon, Vietnam, Kuwait,
Mexico, H aiti and Cuba. Having worked
in nearly 50 countries covering war,
famine, earthquakes, political upheaval
and the environment, a major career
h ighlight for Loomis was being honored
with the Pulitzer Prize in 2007 for a series
about the world's oceans in decline.
He has also received the Robert F.
Kennedy Award (2013, 2014), The Hillman
Prize for Photo Journalism (2005, 2013), the
Scripps Howard Foundation's National
Journalism Award (2007, 2012), and the

NPPA's Photographer of the Year. Loomis's
work has also been recognized by the
Society of Professional Journalists, and he is
a recipient of the John B. Oakes Award for
Outstanding Environmental JoLU·nalism.
A professional with varied tead1ing
and lecturi.ng expe1ience, he has p resented
his work at USC, WKU, UCLA, Elon
University (North Carolina), Northern
Arizona State University, Cal State
Fu Ilerton, San Jose State, Indiana University
and Ohio University. With a dedication
to giving back to young photojournalists,
Loomis has served as a faculty member for
both the Eddie Adams Workshop and the
Moun tain Workshops in Kentucky.
He has been married to fellow Los
Angeles Times photojournalist Liz. 0.
Baylen since 2011.
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GUTSHED ALUM I

Plk!YN13/
{j}£y;1~t/6fted !Mr/Ul/111

Mos t Memorable WKU Moment: When the WKU fa111ily-inc/11di11g Coach £.A. Diddle, his football

teammates, President Kelly Tho111pso11, a11d his secretary, Mrs. Georgia Bates-provided !,is young family
with tickets to go home to Virgi11ia for his stepfatlier's funeral and took care of all the details
Favorite Career Highlights: Sen,i11g with great soldiers as a member of the Cree11 Berets a11d co111ma1uii11g

tl,e WKU ROTC Program, which was noted as 011e of the top four programs i11 tl1e 11atio11
Retired Col. Cary "Mickey" Riggs is
a di.,tinguishcd U.S. Army , eteran and
former leader of the ROTC Program at
WKU. A member of the football team, he
earned his Bachelor of Science in English
from WKU in 1958 and his Mac;ter of Arts
in Education in 1974. After graduation,
Riggs entered the U.S. Army in 1960,
where he served a-, a member of the elite
Special Forces known as the Green Berch,,
and completed four combat tours in
Vietnam and Lao~.
While Rigg~ was completing hb
master's degree at WKU before taking
his next assignment with the Special
Forces, WKU President Dero Downing
asked then-Maj. Riggs to take over the
floundering ROTC program. Under hi:,
leadership, the program went from 63
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cadets to 432 top-qu,1lity young men and
women in just three years. His leadership,
innovation and determination saved
the program, which was in da nger of
termination.
Following his tour with WKL, ROTC,
Riggs continued his distinguished career
w ith the Army. He commanded th e
3rd Brigade, 2nd ROTC Region at Fort
Knox and later commanded Fort \1cCall
Training Facility at Fort Bragg where all
U.S. Army Special Forces arc traLned.
Until recently, he continued to serve
as a con:,ultant for developing special
operation:, doctrine and training, and as
a guest lecturer at the Army War College.
Riggs commanded the 3rd Spcci,11 Forces
unit in Panama and the li.S. Military
Group in Venezuela. I le also led a number

of classified clandestine operations i1
foreign countries.
Riggs' decoration.., include
Legion o f Merit, eig ht Army Air Medal
for gallantry in aerial combat, six Bron.l
Stars for , alor and bravery in combat
multiple Purple H earts for comba
wounds, the Comb;,t
Badge, two Meritorious Service Medals
four Army Commendation Medab, th
Airborne Master Parachu tist Badge, a n
many other foreign awards for braver}
ilnd service. He is a member of the W K
ROTC Hall of rame.
He and his high school sweetheart
Margaret, WC'l'e married for 59 years
Riggs resides in Bowling Green, Ky., an
ha;, three <;On<; and five grandchildren.
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A Tuneful Tradition:
The Big Red Marching Band
By Deanna M. Jenki ns ('09)

A marching band is a W'lique

has come a long way since 1925. This

organization that when done righ t,
according to Dr. Scott Harris, Head of the
Department of Music at \NKU, exudes

impressive o rganization has grown from
118 members ju!>t eight years ago to 2.36
memben. m the 2013-2014 sch<X>l year.
"Marching band, without question,
is the ~ingle mO',t visible aspect of our
department," said Dr. Harris. "I am
very proud of the marching band, and
I think the students are 11xcellent."

the spirit of the univers ity and becomes
the heart of the school. Thi!. is certainly
true of the Big Red Marching Band.
1n 2015, the Big Red Marching
Band (BRMB) will celebrate 90 years of
spreading the WKU Spirit. The 13RMB
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Experienced Leadership
Dr Jeff Bright, Associate Professor of Music and Associate
Director of Bands, directs the BRMB and recently began h is eighth
year at WKU. Dr. Bright, w ho came to the University from a small
school m Oklahoma, saw WKU as a place where he could help grow
an existing program into something stellar.
Bright may even have marching band in his blood. As his father
wa'- the Trumpet Professor at the University of Arkansas, he grew up
trawling with the band.
"Marching band is sort of a fami ly deal," Brigh t said.
WKU has a traditionally strong band area. Credit is commonly
gi\'en to Dr. Ken t Campbell, who according to Bright, laid the foundation
for everything he has been able to do. He credits the BRMB's reputation
in great part to Dr. Campbell's leadership and vision.
Bright has witnessed a change in not just the number of students
innilved in the Marching Band, but also the type of students. There
has been a considerable shift from the Marching Band being primarily
made up of students pursuing a degree in music to the majority being
those pun,uing degrees outside of music.
"When I got here, it was about 50 / 50 and now it has grown to nonmusic majors making up about 70 percent of the band," Bright said.
Dr. Gary Schallert, Associate Professor of Music and Director of
Bands, was drawn to teaching because of the band directors he had in
middle and high school. "l wanted to do what they did," Schallert said.
"Once I got into it in high school, l never wanted to d o anything else."
"Jeff is the Director of the Marching Band, and it is definitely his
bab 1 ," 'Jchallert said . "l try to help where l can or where he needs. T
love this group and the work they do."
While Dr. Harris has only been on campus for one year, he has 25
years of teaching and band experience. He knows that the growth of
the BRMB means that good things are happening at WKU.
"The Department of Music at WKU has more than 20 ensembles
and.i t is certa inly the largest of those," Harris said. "The growth of the
Marching Band is due to the consistent quality leadership provided
by both Dr. Jeff Bright and Dr. Gary Scha I lert. The evidence in growth
and success is seen in the numbers."
"\lost m usic departments, like our own, are very classically
driven," added Harris. "The BRMB is one aspect that is based on
current music - or a t least that of the 20th century .
The marching band has the ability to touch students on a musical
level that they may be very famil iar with and passionate about. On the
flipsid.-, w hen they play a piece that is based in the classical traditions,
that introd uces them to something different and they may really get
into it and even go so far as to search out more of that type of music."

Dr. Scott Harris I Head of the Department ofMusic
and Associate Professor of Music

Or. Gary Schallert I Associate Professor of Music
and Director ofBands

Or. Jeff Bright I Associate Professor of Music and
Associate Director of Bands
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Amy Spears I ('12, '14) ofAlvaton, Ky.

The Students
The BRMB is made up of students at all academic levels.
"last year we had more than 60 different majors represented in
the group," said Bright. "Marching Band is a nice environment
for students to get involved in."
"As an outsider, T've loved the spirit of the student body,"
added Harris. "The studen ts here are just fantastic. One of the first
things I did when Tstarted here was ride on a bus with students
to a game in Nashville. Students here love being students at
WKU. They are welcoming, passionate and interested."
For each upcoming year, the students come together for the
first time for a week long camp. "Everyone comes together on a
Saturday, and that's when we hand out music, pass out uniforms
and learn marching rou tines," said Bright. "Our first performance
is the next day - the Sunday night of MASTER Plan. We only
have a day and a half to prepare for that first performance. We
really hit the ground running."
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"Marching bands in general, and certainly at WKU, are an
inherent part of the un iversity experience. The university culture
that we are working in today is nothing like T remember as my
university experience," said Harris. "We have technological
advances in the way we teach that take us away from that
tradition al cultu re. Part of what it means to go to college is being
away from home and becoming a part of the university."
Students who join the BRMB fin d a way to do just that- they
become part of the spirit of WKU.
Bright knows that a marching band is o ne of the th ings th at
develop that collegiate atmosphere. "Without the bands," Bright
said, "We wouldn't have the same spirit on campus."
"We have had the opportunity to see students come in as
naive 18-year-old freshmen, where they were the big fish in
small ponds at their high school bands, and witness changes in
their leadersh ip and maturation," said Schallert. "Th.is is a great

opportLmity to develop leadership skills."
Am', Spears ('12, ' 14) of Alvaton, Ky., is one of those students
who gre\\' into a great leader while a member of the BRMB.
Accordmg to Schallert, Spears was quiet and introverted at first,
but no\\' she is ready to go out and conquer the world.
Spears knew that when she came to WKU, she wanted to join
the Marching Band. "I was w1able to be in the marching band in high
school, ~L> I really looked forward to being involved here," Spears
said. "It's a great way to be involved in everything on campus."
Spears, who holds a Bachelor of Music in Music Education
and a '.\1a~ter of Music in Music Conducting/Music Education,
has seen the BRMB double in size. The saxophone player credits
the marLhing band for helping her grow as a musician, educator,
leader ,md person.
"TI1e opportw1ities l've had to take on leadership roles in the
marchmg band have really helped me to develop more confidence

in myself, which I have always struggled with, and that has carried
over into every other aspect of my life," Spears said.
While working on her undergraduate degree, Spears was the
Saxophone Section Leader for her junior year and a Drwn Major
her senior year. She has served as a Graduate Assistant for the
band for the past two years, and has enjoyed getting to sec the
"other side of things." For her, the hard work has all been worth it.
"My favorite thing about the BRMB is that l get to do something
I love: play music with a grot1p of people l love and enjoy being
around," Spears said. "Every rehearsal, every performance, every
time I put on that w'liform was something special."
Both directors agree that students join marching band
because they love it. "The opportunity for a student to be
around other students who like the same things, getting to see
relationships and friendships develop, it is a really cool thing,"
Bright added.
.
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The Move to Conference USA
Bright, w ho started ill WKU as the University was making
the move into Division l, is excited to sec what the mm e to
Conference USA means for the Marching Band and the Univer~ity.
"For better or worse, people judge bands on the nu mber
of student-;," said Bright. "There arc some really good bands in
Conference USA, ilnd we will reprt'scn t WKU well."
"Conference USA allows WKU to have a more visible
presence in the national collegiate community," said Harris. "A
lot of thi ngs tha t arc unique about WKU - lrnditions like the Red
Towel and Big Red - will be shared."
Schallert added, "We get to continue our rivalry with Ml SU,
which is great."
One thing that will be changing is where the band will be
located during football games. l n the Sun Belt Conference, there
wasn't a ruling on where the band had to sit.

Looking Ahead
\\lhile all arc happy wi th the continued growth and success
"So, of course, we sa t on theS0-yi!rd line behind the opposinf
of th 1RMB, thinking about what is nell.t is only natural. From
teilm," Schallcrt <;aid. "Conference USA sayo; the band has to bt
appl', mg at hnlftimc of a professional football game to ma rching
outside the opposing team's line:,, so the band wi ll be movinf
in an, tional hol iday parade, ide.is of how to promote BRMB are
and we'll have to adjust."
bein
p lored.
"Conference USA is a vehicle that we can use to promote tht
'I would like to get the marching band o u t, not just in
great things we a rc doing w ith the BRMB and can help i. ntroduct
our
1111unity and regionally, but acro<;s the nation," Bright
people to other programs in the Department of Music program
expl
•d. "I would love to do something like the Macy's
like the choirs and Steel Band," said I larris.
Than( ~giving Day Pa rade. The students would love to do more,
"The chance fo r bowl games does affect the band . Student•
too. I I •lps build our reputation as well a<; theirs."
rccei,·e a '>mall stipend whenever the ..eason i.., completely over,
is the problem for many, travel and public appenrilnces
Bright said. "Now we have the chance to go to bowl games all t ht
cost ,1 rcat deal of money. "lt cost~ a lot more for a 230-picce band
way into January."
than
of 118. We work hard to stay on top of the budget," said
The directors arc hopeful that the move to Conference US~
Schall,, t. "We have to buy more uni foims and instru ments, a11d we
will also mea n additional financial :,uppo rt for the BRMB.
are \\ , ·king with the same si7e staff (Dr. Bright, Dr. Schallcrt and
two
.iuate students) as when we were only a 118-piece band."
""imply put, l wou ld like WKU to be known as having the
fine--, nd in the state," 1larris said. "I would like the BR.\IIB to have
a pn "' ice of its own and not be only associated with football."
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"A~ faculty, we have to evolve. How we approach college
-;tudents has to evolve," Schallert said. "Social media has changed
the way we communicate. Ten years ago, we wouldn't have used
texts or Faccbook to reach the group. Tt's pretty neat that if Dr. Bright
needs to change rehearsal plans he can send out a mas~ text."
Joining an organization like the BRMB will be somethi ng
a student never forgets. While it may be ea-;y to think that the
marching band takes too much time, the full college experience is
more than just class. But it works both ways. Becoming involved on
crunpu.s inevitably helps students feel truly a part of the WKU Spirit.
"The more involved students become on campus, the more chnnccs
we have to retain them," added Dr. Bright.
"You might not remember all the classes you took, but
you remember bein g a part of somet hing li ke the marching
band," ·aid Harris.
The 90th anniversary of the BRM Bis just around the corner,
and it will undoubtedly be anothe r yea r of success for this
impressive student group. Have no doubt, the celebration will,
of course, be in tune.
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Downing University Center
The Place for Involvement
By Lynn Niedermeier
DUC. Duck? Lt's a curious acronym for
a building, but WKU's Downing University
Center has at least one thing in common
with waterfowl. When this landmark
opened 44 years ago, it was m, companion
to a wave of change swamping American
campuses at the close of the 1960s.
First came a tide ofstudents, as the early
baby boom generation arrived at the halls
of higher education. Transformed from a
state college to a university in 1966, WKl,
counted its fall 1967 enrollment at 10,197a 17 percent increase over the previous year
and a whopping 30 percent increase over
1965. Bui just ~ attention-grabbing were
the attitudes these young people brought
to campus. Rejecting a monastic life of
quiet study, obedience to authority and
strict obM!rvance of tradition, the modern
student focused on both individual growth
and social engagement. As the 1i1/ismn11
yearbook announced, the "Byword of
the Seventies" was " Involvement." Nonacademic campus activities-from eating,
meeting and p laying to organui.ng,
planning and leading-were ~ntial to
developing the values and interpersonal
skills that students would take into the
wider world, and the pressure was on
univer<,ities to pro\'ide space for these
interactions.
Life on the H ill, of course, has never
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been confined to study. In 1920, students
themselves took the lead in conc;tructing
a Senior House (also knmvn as the Cedar
I louse and now the Faculty House). lts
extracurricular offerings were modestbridge and pingpong tables, and a
nickelodeon-but the Cedar House served
as a student center for more than three
decades. In 1951, p lanning began for a
"Student Union Building" that wa::. soon
named after WKU's second pr~idcnt.
Chief among the social feature::. of the
Paul L. Garrett Student Center (now the
Garrett Conference Center) were a lounge,
cafeteria and snack bar, but even a 196-1
expansion project that <1dded a ballroom
and increased its dining capacity by several
hundred wa,; insufficient to accommodate
ever-growing numbers of students.
Racing to keep up with the demands
of the new era, late in the 1960s WKU's
Board of Regents approved a flood of
building projects that included a parking
structure, the lvan Wilson Fine Arts
Cen ter, the Craven::. Graduate Center,
the Academic Compb., L. T. Smith
Stadium, and three new residence halls.
The Regents, however, also recogni,;ed "a
demonstrated need at the University for
additional facilities which will enhance,
support, and complement the educational
opportwutics, particu larly in the area of

auxiliary services and specialized activities
for students, facu lty, and staff." On
Aug. '1, 1967, President Kelly Thompson
wm, authori7ed to move ahead with
"construction of a multipurpose facility to
be known as the University Center."
ln July 1969, '"'' ith the facility under
construction,
President
Thomp:,on,
who had announced his retirement the
previous \llay, recommended that it be
named the Dero Downing Uni\'er,;ity
Center. Downing was then WKU's Dean
of Business Affairs and Vice President for
Administrative Affairs, and had served
in several other capacities including
Director of the Training School, Registra r,
and Dean of Admissions. A month later,
the Board of Regents further recognized
Downing's oubtanding contribution,
when it appointed him to the office in
which he would be remembered by the
next decade of students and facu lt}
WKU's fou rth President.
Opened on Oct. 30, 1970, the
Downing University Center drew
together all of the amenities nece~::.aq
to make it a hub of campus life. The $4
m illion, 166,379-square-foot building
contained lecture and meeting room•
and adminic;trative offices, but devoted
most of its space to student services: n
750-seat movie theater, a gift shop, and

1 · Built in 1920, the Cedar House served as WKU"s first student center. 12· Students relaxing in the Cedar House, 1951. I 3 · The busy cafeteria at the Garrett
Stu, 1t Center, 1962. I 4 • Owensboro architect s R. Ben Johnson and Frederick G. St. Clair's rendering ofWKU's proposed new University Center. I 5 · The
ne"' feteria and grill at OUC seated 1,200 patrons. I 6 - The bookstore on DUC's second level was five times larger than its previous location in Cherry
Hall 7 DUC's main level once included sunken seating areas. I 8 - A month after the naming of the University Center, Dero Downing was appointed WKU's
fouri , president. I 9 • OUC's main level featured a candy and gift shop, 1995. 110 • The rumbling from its thi rd-level bowling al ley became a familiar sound
to DU patrons. 111 • When it opened in 1970, DUC presented an imposing frontage o n what was then Russellville Road.

a c, , teria and grill for J ,200 patron~
on the main level; a bookstore (five
timl the size of the previou'> location
in <. 1crry Hall'., basement), library,
tek ,~1011 and music room~, and offices
for ~tut!ent organizations o n the second
len and a lounge, 12-lane bowling
alk
billiard and pingpong tablec;,
vidl , games and other amusement,;
on lhl' third level. ·1he build ing's lower

level would become home to a po~t
office, computer lab and the "Nite
Class" live music venue. DUC's -,econd
floor offices soon ho.,ted man) of the
organizations that reflected students'
growing passion for involvement, such
a,; the Student Government Association,
the lnterfraternity and Panhellenic
Coun ci I-;, the Black Student Alliance,
and the Spirit Master~.

Today, ii!> the former DUC ha.,
completed it~ most recent renovation at ii
price tag more than 10 times its original
CO'>t, not the lea'>! of it~ updated feature~
is its new name. Rede~igncd with even
greater emphasis on student serv ices, the
Dero Downing Student Union promi-,es
to remain, as DUC wa'> described on
its opening, "the University's most
frequently visited building."
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Thumbs-Up! recog11izes the artistic c11dcavor~ of 011, tale11ted a/11m11i. We wa11I to ho11or yo11r
crmlrl'e spirit and share yo11r ac/rieve111e11ts.

Do yo11 /rave some/Iring to share wit/r yo11r fellow

a/ 1111111 ;? Hm>e yo11 rece11tly published a book, s1111g your /rear/ 011I i11 a m11sical, or held a11 exhil1itio11
of yo11r arhmrk? Please s11b111it yo11r a111101111ce111e11I by mail to WKU Al11m11i A~sociatio11, 292
A/11 11111i Ave., Suite 302, Bowli11g Grce11, KY 42101 or via email at n/r111111i@wk11.ed11.

Jennifer (Coomes) Higdon ('97, '99)

l

New Christmas single, The Wonder of
Christmas (Norky's Celebration) is now
available for download through www.itunes.
com. Norky, who serves as the "Goodwill
Ambassador" and "Official Mailbird of the
North Pole,* was created by Steve Allgeier
('80) of Marina Del Rey, Calif. www.norky.com

Above · U.S. Sen. Rand Paul, WKU Athletic Director Todd Stewart, WKU President Gary A. Ransdell, and
U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie I Top Right - Athletic Director Todd Stewart, U.S. Sen. Rand Paul, President Gary
A. Ransdell and WKU Vice President Public Affairs Robbin Taylor I Middle Right · President Gary A.
Ransdell, U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell and Athletic Director Todd Stewart I Bottom Right -Athletic Director
Todd Stewart U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie and President Gary A. Ransdell
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Roy Burkhead ('93)

The Congressional Baseball Game
By Jennifer Breiwa Smith ('03)
The Congressional Baseba ll Game
has been played annually since 1909.
Every year Senate and House members
of each party team up to play baseball for
three charities: The Washington Literacy
Center, The Nationals Dream Foundation,
and the Boys and Girl~ Club of Greater
Washington. Many states are represented
and congressional members usually sport
the uniform of thci r home state and district.
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul has played in
the Congressional Baseball Game every
year since his election in 2010 and has
always c;ported a WKU Baseball jersey.
" It is an honor to be able to s upport
and represent WKU and my hometown
in the Congressiona l l3aseball Game,"
Sen. Paul said. "It's a great tradition,
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a lot of fun and for a worthy cause."
WKU President Gary A. Ransdell
attended the game this year. "WKU is
proud to have Sen. Rand Paul represent
us in the Congressional Baseba ll Game,"
Dr. Ransdell said. "It is such a fun event
and rabes awareness for three important
organi.:ations in Washington, D.C."
The Congressional Baseball Game
is a time to set aside partisan differences
and have a fun night of fellowship.
Played each year al Nationals Park,
the game draws thousands of people
to watch Democrats and Republican!>
battle it out on the basebal l field.
"The Congressional Baseball Game
is always a wonderful event," said U.S.
Rep. Brett Guthrie. "By coming together

for a fun and friendly competition,
we're able to shine a spotlight on three
great organizations. It's an honor to
attend the game with my staff, and I'm
always g lad to be a part of the event."
President Ransdell, WKU Athletic
Director Todd Stewart and WKU Vice
President of Public Affairs Robbin
Taylor were in Washington on June
25, 2014, for meetings on Capitol Hill.
WKU leadership meet~ regularly with
Ken tucky's federal elected officials to
provide updates on WKU and to learn
of wayc; all can partner together to
improve Kentucky and postsecondary
education. Meetings were held with Sem.
Mitch McConnell and Rand Paul and
U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie and their staffs

Roy Burkhead ('93) of Mount Juliet, Tenn., Is the
Editor-in-Chief and Fiction Editor of 2nd & Church, a
Nashville-based literary journal by, for and about writers
and readers throughout the United States. In 2015, the
publication will feature its first Southern Food Issue.

www.2ndandchurch.com.

Debbie (Gibson) Dadey ('81, '86)

Jennifer (Coomes) Higdon ('97, '99) of Owensboro,
Ky., in partnership with her mother, Deborah Coomes,
has recently opened Preservation Station Market
and Event Center in Owensboro, Ky. The duo
purchased the old West Louisville Elementary School
in 2012 and has been remodeling the facility to house
antique, vintage and unique shops, as well as asalon,
a concession stand, and a gymnasium, cafeteria and
classrooms for rent.www.visitpreservationstotion.com.

Katherine Ferrie/I Jury ('12)
The artwork of Katherine
Ferriell Jury ('12) of
Louisville, Ky., was recently
featured in British Vogue
magazine. She works in
many different types of
media and is known for her
original paintings, printsand
hand-painted paper goods,
home goods and accessories.

www.katherinejury.com

Debbie (Gibson) Dadey ('81, '86) of Furlong, Pa., is
the author and co-author of 158 children's books,
including the popular series The Adventures of the
Bailey School Kids, with more books to be published
in upcoming years. Her newest series, Mermaid
Tales, is published by Simon & Schuster and features
Shelly Siren and her fellow mermaid friends. Debbie
and her husband, Or. Eric Dadey ('81), met at WKU.
Dr. Dadey is a Senior Vice President of Research and
Drug Delivery at MonoSol RX, LL( in Warren, N.J.
www.debbiedadey.com
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Mary F. (McChesney) Kindell ('34) of
Monroe, Ohio, celebrated her 100th birthday on Aug.
2014.

Ed Higgins ('73) of Hopkinsville, Ky., has been
promoted to Chief of Police of the Auburn Police
Department in Auburn, Ky.

Garland S. Cochrane ('42) of Louisville,
Ky., celebrated his 100th birthday on Aug. 15, 2014.
(o hrane, who spent many years as an educator in
K, ntucky, is a lifelong WKU football fan.

Nancye Feistritzer, DNP, RN ('75, '78)
of Brentwood, Tenn., has been named Vice President,
Patient Care Services and Chief Nursing Officer for
Emory University Hospital. Feistritzer, who worked
at Vanderbilt University Hospital for 20 years, most
recently served as Associate Hospital Director and
Associate Chief Nursing Officer of the Surgical Patient
Care Center.

r

II

John Oldham ('49, ' 53) of Bowling Green,
Ky. has been selected to be inducted into the Kentucky
H ·h School Basketball Hall of Fame. Oldham led
the Hartford Mustangs to the 1941 and 1942 state
tc rnaments. Oldham, who starred under (oach Ed
Diddle, was an All-American selection in 1949.

The American Association
of State Colleges and
Universities
(AASCU)
recently awarded the
first Barbara Burch Award
for Faculty Leadership
in Civic Engagement.
Named in honor of Dr.
Barbara
Burch
('59) of Bowling Green, Ky., Provost Emerita
and Professor of Education at WKU, the award
re, gnizes exemplary faculty leadership in
advancing the civic learning and engagement
of Jndergraduate students and advancing the
wn I of AASCU's American Democracy Project
on ampus and/or nationally. Dr. Burch showed
extr 1ordinary national leadership in the design,
creation and ongoing development of the
Arr ·rican Democracy Project and helped launch
theproject at WKU in 2003-2004.

18 Lee (Humphrey) Whalen ('06)
•L

S6

Steve Fogle ('76) of San Antonio, Texas, was
recently included in S.A. Scene's 2014 "Best S.A.
Lawyers" list. Fogle, an attorney for Jackson Walker,
'"' LLC, was recognized for his work with Constitutional
•• Law, Business Litigation, and Arbitration and
• Mediation.

Henry L. (Steve) Stephens Jr. (College
H gh '67 ) (WKU; 72) of Union, Ky., has been
jointly appointed to the Kentucky Legislative Ethics
Co nmission by Senate President Robert Stivers and
Hoise Speaker Gregory Stumbo. Stephens previously
ser ed as Dean of Salmon P. Chase College of Law at
No, hem Kentucky University from 1986-1992 where
he now aProfessor of Law.

• Dr. Kathryn J. Birkett ('78 ) of Geneva, Ill.,
has been named to the Board of Trustees for North
Central College in Naperville, Ill. Birkett has served
as Superintendent of Schools for Indian Prairie School
District 204 since July 2009.
Cathy L. Helm ('78 ) of Falls Church, Va., has
been appointed Inspector General for theSmithsonian
Institution. Helm has held several roles at the
Government Accountability Office since 1979, most
recently serving as the Deputy Inspector General.
(photo 1)
Tom Eblen ('80) of Lexington, Ky., received the
Media Awardin theKentucky Governor'sAwards in the
Arts for his •outstanding commitment to bringing the
arts to the attention of the public." Eblen is acolumnist
and former managing editor of the Lexington HeroldLeader and a former reporter and editor with the
Associated Press and The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
He and his wife, Becky (Blair) Eblen ('78, '80), live in
Lexington, Ky. (photo 2)

Lisa Ann (Clark) Hagenbuch ('82) of
Thompson's Station, Tenn., is the winner of the Degree
of Difference Full Scholarship Video Competition
where she received a full-tuition scholarship for a
graduate business degree at Lipscomb University's
College of Business in Nashville, Tenn. Hagenbuch
currently serves as aSenior Property Specialist for SBA
Communications Corporation. (photo 3)
Todd Ryan ('84, '85) of Goodlettsville,
Tenn., has joined Cumberland Consulting Group,
a national technology implementation and
project management firm, as Director of Business
Development. He will be responsible for leading
business development efforts and building
relationships with Nashville-based healthcare
companies and strategic accounts in the Southeast
for the firm's Payor/Provider practice. (photo 4)
Rick Snodgrass ('84, '94) of Madisonville,
Ky., has been named Principal of Hopkins County
Central High School. He previously served as ateacher,
Assistant Principal and Football Coach at theschool.
Charles W. Riley II ('85) of Greenville, Ky., has
joined SurfKY News as a full-time reporter covering
Muhlenberg County. Prior to joining SurfKY News,
Riley worked in education in Kentucky, Arizona and
New Mexico.
David Haven ('87) of Sellersburg, Ind., has
joined MainSource Bank as Assistant Vice President
Mortgage Loan Originator for the Louisville area. He
has14 yearsof banking experience and is amember of
the Mortgage Banking Association.
Jennifer (Strange) Kaminski ('88) of
Owensboro, Ky., has been elected to the national
Board of Directors for Communicators for Women
Religious ((WR). Kaminski will serve athree-year term
from 2014-2016. She has served as aCommunications
Specialist/Graphic Designer for the Ursuline Sisters of
Mount Saint Joseph in Maple Mount, Ky., since 200S.

Cathy Ashby Kolb (' 80) of Clarksville, Tenn.,
has received the Teacher of the Year Award for the fifth
through eighth grade level. Kolb currently teaches
special education for fourth and fifth grade at Moore
Magnet Elementary School in Clarksville, Tenn., where
she lives with her husband, Dennis.
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SIX URSULINE SISTERS CELEBRATE

Six Ursuline Sisters Celebrate Jubilees of Religious Profession

Emily Trabue ('07) and Jacob Scott
('1 OJ of Glasgow, Ky., were married on April 12, 2014,
in Glasgow, Ky. (photo 9)

Six Ursuline Sisters who attended WKU are among 12 Ursuline Sisters of Mount Saint Joseph (Maple Mount) who are
celebrating jubilees of religious profession in 2014. All six are celebrating 50 years as an Ursuline Sister.
Sister Mary Timothy
Bland (' 77) of Greenbrier,
Ky., who has taught school
in Kentucky and Missouri,
has taught at the Owensboro
Catholic K-3Campus since 1986.

Sister Karla Marie
Kaelin ('76) of Louisville,
Ky., has served in Kentucky and
Missouri, and since 2013 has
been the Director of Religious
Education at St. Elizabeth Ann
Seton Parish in Louisville.

Sister Lisa Marie Cecil
('77) of New Hope, Ky., who
has ministered in Kentucky,
Missouri and New Mexico, has
been the Librarian Assistant at
the Ursuline Motherhouse in
Maple Mount, Ky., since 2010.

Sister Joan Riedley
('71) of Louisville, Ky., has
served in Kentucky, Missouri
and New Mexico, and since
2009 has served as a Parish
Minister at Mary Queen of
Peace Parish in Louisville.

Tootie
Finkbone ,
who attended
WKU from 1971
to 1975, has
been a wedding
planner for 22
years and has
coordinated several
weddings and receptions at WKU, including
the Meredith White-Daniel Ward reception at
the Kentucky Building, which was featured
in the Spring 2014 edition of WKU SPIRIT.
Her work was also featured in the Spring/
Summer issue of Kentucky Bride.

Jody Carmack ('90) of St. Louis, Mo., an
Edward Jones Financial Advisor, has qualified for the
firm's 2014 Financial Advisor Leaders Conference.
This conference recognizes financial advisors who are
among the leaders in the financial-services firm.
Melissa Jones Brown ('91 , '98) of
Owensboro, Ky., has been named Principal of Gateway
Academy in Owensboro, Ky.
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Mary Taylor Cowles ('92, '04) ofRockfield,
Ky., has joined South Warren High School as an
Assistant Coach for the Girl'sBasketball team.
Dawn M. Ford ('92) of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
completed her Ph.D. in Public Health from Walden
University in February 2014. Her dissertation was on
childhood lead poisoning in Tennessee.
Tony Harris ('93) of Louisville, Ky., has been
promoted to President of Thorntons Inc. Harris has
been withThorntons for his entire 20-year convenience
industry career. He most recently served as the Chief
Operating Officer. (photo 5)
Bryan Staples ('94) of White House, Tenn., was
recently awarded his second Peabody Award, one of
the highest awards in broadcasting. He is a Producer/
Photojournalist at News Channel 5 in Nashville, Tenn.
Caroline Alexander Hudson ('97,
'98) of Bowling Green, Ky., Assistant Director of
WKU's Communication Disorders Clinic, has received
the Starfish Award from Down Syndrome of South
Central Kentucky. This award, which serves as the
organization's Educator of the Year honor, is given to
a person who has worked to create positive change for
individuals with Down syndrome. (photo 6)
Emily Crume Deitz ('98) of Bogart, Ga.,
has been promoted to Assistant Athletic Director,
Promotions, at the University of Georgia Athletic
Association. She has been at the University of Georgia
since 2005.

Sister Laurita Spalding
of Springfield, Ky.,
has ministered throughout
Kentucky as ateacher, and since
2000 has taught at Holy Name
School in Henderson, Ky.
('77)

Sister Melissa Tipmore
('76) of Owensboro, Ky., has

ministered in Kentucky, Missouri
and Nebraska. She has served in
internal ministry at the Ursuline
Motherhouse since 1998 as
Coordinator ofTransportation.

Jamie Young ('99) of Bowling Green, Ky., isthe
new Regional Sales Associate for Diamond VEast Dairy
Team. She will assist dairy producers, as well as beef
producersin the cow-calf and stocker-feeder business.
Jana Wright Costner ('02) of Clarksville,
Ind., former Lady Topper, has been named the Head
Coach of Girls' Basketball at Christian Academy of
Louisville in Louisville, Ky.
James A. 11Ja11 Wilson ('02) of Boonville, Ind.,
has been named Director of Student Services for the
Daviess County PublicSchool District. He most recently
served as Principal at South Spencer Middle School in
Rockport, Ind.
Jeff Baynham ('02) of Bowling Green, Ky.,
has been promoted to Assistant Vice President
for Advancement Services in WKU's Division of
Development and Alumni Relations. (photo 1)
Chris Tinius ('03) of Bowling Green, Ky.,
has been named Head Coach of Women's Soccer at
Bellarmine University. He was previously an Assistant
and Associate Head Coach of Women'sSoccer at WKU.
Jerrod Nelms ('06, '08) of Tampa, Fla., has
received hisPh.D. in Epidemiology from TheUniversity
of North Carolina Chapel Hill.
Jessica (Miler) Russo ('06) of Vine Grove,
Ky., has been named Mrs. Kentucky International 2014
and represented Kentucky at the national pageant in
July. She works for Hardin County Schools. (photo 8)

Diane DeRosa-Reynolds ('08, '09, '1 0)
and Glenn Fedor, Jr. ('1 OJ of Hermitage,
Tenn., were married on Oct. 5, 2013, in Nashville, Tenn.
(photo 10)
Justin Haddix ('08) of Hazard, Ky., has been
named Head Football Coach for Corbin High School. He
most recently served as a teacher and Head Football
Coach at Perry County Central High School.
Crystal Kelly ('08) of Louisville, Ky., is an
inductee for the 2015 Dawahares/KHSAA Hall of Fame
class in honor of her time playing for Sacred Heart
Academy. The induction ceremony will take place
March 21, 2015. Kelly is the all-time leading scorer for
WKU Women's Basketball, and her jersey was retired
after her final home game.
Alicia Ann (Bandas) Kunkler ('09, '12)
and Ryan Paul Kunkler, both of Huntingburg, Ind., were
married on July 19, 2014. She is employed by the
Southeast Dubois County School Corporation. (photo 11)
Timothy E. Bridgeman ('11) of Bowling
Green, Ky., graduated magna cum laude from the
University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law.
Kate Douglas (' 11 ) of Owensboro, Ky., is the
Event Supervisor for the Owensboro Convention Center.
Katelyn R. Scales (' 11) of Russellville, Ky., has
been appointed as an agent with Kentucky Farm Bureau
Insurance at Logan County Farm Bureau. (photo 72)
Mitchell White (' 11 ) and Courtney
Yates ('11 ) of Boston, Mass., were married on
March 22, 2014, in Nashville, Tenn. (photo 13)
Elizabeth Fugate ('12) of Madisonville, Ky.,
has been admitted to Ohio State University'sgraduate
program and was awarded a fellowship during her
first year. She began her studies to acquireher Ph.D. in
Chemistry in the summer of 2014.
Ricky Humphrey (' 12) of Owensboro, Ky., has
been named the Soccer Coach at McLean County High
School. He has previously taught English and coached
soccer at Grayson County High School, Ohio County
High School and Owensboro Middle School.
McKenzi Loid (' 12) of Louisville, Ky., has been
promoted to Associate Account Manager at Guthrie/
Mayes Public Relations. Loid also recently graduated
from the Leadership Louisville Focus Louisville
program.

Bob Wilson ('12) of Morgantown, Ky., has been
named the Veterans Upward Bound "Alumnus of the •
Year:' Wilson is currently pursuing a master's degree
in Organizational Leadership and a graduate-level •
certificate for Organizational Communications at WKU.
Dena Nelsen ('13) of Bowling Green, Ky., has
joined ARGI Financial Group's Bowling Green office as
aSenior Financial Planner.

••

Summer Eddings ('11 ) and Chris Fears of •
Guston, Ky., announce the birth of their son, Lincoln
Reznor Fears, on March 29, 2014. He weighed 8
pounds, 15 ounces and was 20 1/2 inches long. He
was welcomed by his big brother, Trenton, who is 10
years old. (photo 14)
Heather ('09) and Aaron Glass ('09)
of Bowling Green, Ky., announce the birth of their
daughter, Ella Mae, on April 15, 2014. She weighed 6
pounds, 15 ounces. (photo 15)
Justin ('08) and Tori (Hardin)
Henninger ('06, '09) ofBowling Green, Ky.,
announce the birth of their daughter, Kaylynn Celia, on
Aug. 24, 2013. She weighed 6 pounds, 8 ounces and
was 19 inches long. (photo 16)
Bradley McCoy ('04) and Robin McCoy of
Bardstown, Ky., announce the birth of their daughter,
Scout, on May 5, 2014. She weighed 8 pounds, 11
ounces and was 181/2inches long. (photo 17)
lee (Humphrey) Whalen ('06) and her
husband, Mike Whalen, of Covington, Ky., announce
the birth of their daughter, Henley, on April 19, 2014.
(photo 18)
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Kaitlin Embry Harrison, RD, LD
('09) of Morgantown, Ky., has been named the
2014 Kentucky Young Dietitian of the Year by the
Kentucky Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
Harrison currently serves as the Clinical
Dietitian and Director of Nutrition Services
at Twin Lakes Regional Medical Center in
Leitchfield, Ky. She graduated from WKU in
2009 with a Bachelor of Science in Nutrition
and Dietetics with High Distinction.
"My four years on the Hill navigated me to
my career fieldand developed my core knowledge
of nutrition;' said Harrison. "A Big Red bobble
head sits on my desk today as adaily reminder of
the memories and significance of my alma mater."
Harrison has implemented successful
programs to advocate nutrition and healthy lifestyle
choices for Twin Lakes Regional Medical Center
patients and staff. She is active in the community,
providing nutrition education and promoting the
dietetics career at school functions in the Grayson
County and Butler County school systems.

2013 PUBLIC RELATIONS GRADUATES

15 Public Relations Graduates Earn Parthenon Awards for Campaigns
Fifteen 2013 Public Relations graduates from
the School of Journalism & Broadcasting earned
distinctions at the 28th annual Parthenon Awards.
Three student public relations teams won one
Parthenon Award and two Certificates of Merit, all
in the Student Category, with awareness campaigns
to prevent youth bullying. The campaigns were
conducted in their 2013 Public Relations senior
capstone class.
Elizabeth Floore ('13) of Louisville, Ky.,
Cameron Franey ('13) of Owensboro, Ky.,
Kelsey Layer ('13) of Nashville, Tenn., Andrew
Mitchell ('13) of Louisville, Ky., and Rebecca
Morris ('13) of Louisville, Ky., received a Parthenon
Award for their work on "Be Bigger Than Bullying"
campaign at Bowling Green High School.

Shauntez Clay ('13) of Louisville, Ky.,
Ashley lewis ('13) of Elizabethtown, Ky.,
Taylor Phillips ('13) of Elizabethtown, Ky.,
Ashton Skates ('13) of Paducah, Ky., and Dawn
Wientjes ('13) of Bowling Green, Ky., earned a
Certificate of Merit for their work on the "Understand
Together" campaign for the Carol Martin Gatton Academy
of Mathematics and Science inKentucky.
Camille Coltrain ('13) of Bowling Green,
Ky., Somer Dunaway ('13) of Owensboro, Ky.,
Alexayndra Leforge ('13) ofBrentwood,Tenn.,
Katrina Metoyer ('13) of Garden Grove, Calif.,
and Lauren Wells ('13) of Scottsburg, Ind., won a
Certificate of Merit for their work on the "Sail Away from
Bullying" campaign for College View Middle School in
Owensboro, Ky.
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David Brinkley of Alvaton, Ky., has been elected
Chairman of the Kentucky Public Radio Network.
Brinkley iscurrently serving as the Interim Director of
WKU Educational Telecommunications. (photo 19)

Limited Edition 25th
Anniversary 6-Pin set

Greg Collins of Bowling Green, Ky., has been
promoted to Associate Head Coach of Women's
Basketball at WKU. He was previously an Assistant
Coach.

(only 150 available)
J11 celebration of the 25th Anniversary of WKU Public
Television (WKU PBS), we have created a boxed set
of six lapel pins that showcase the history of Western
Kentucky University Tclcvbion.

Dr. Richard Dressler of Bowling Green,
Ky., Associate Professor in WKU's Department of
Communication Sciences and Disorders, has been
reappointed by Gov. Steve Beshear to the Kentucky
Board of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology
for asecond term. Hisfirst term began in2011 .

In 1989, WK YU-TV signed on as the only public
television station licensed to a public university in
Kentucky. 'l\vcnty-five ye,us later we arc still operating
in that manner.

Adam Gary of Bowling Green, Ky., has been
named the seventh Head Coach of WKU Women's Golf.
Gary has been aprofessional golfer since 2003 and has
maintained theAdamGary Golf Academy since 2012.

'I hese boxed, numbered ..cts were produced from
artwork designed to complement WKU and our
affiliation wi t h PBS. Also, we have included the HSSN
logo to highlight our relationship to WKU athletics.

Nick Holt of Bowling Green, Ky., WKU Football
Defensive Coordinator, has been inducted into the
University of Pacific Athletics Hall of Fame for his
college career as a linebacker in the1980s.

lhis is a unique way to stay connected to WKU PBS
and to your alma mater while supporting our ongoing
commitment to provide educational and informational
content to our region.

Leisa Hutchison of Bowling Green, Ky.,
Clinical Assistant Professor in WKU's Department of
Communication Sciences and Disorders, has been
reappointed by Gov. Steve Beshear to the State
Advisory Panel for Exceptional Children. This is her
second three-year term representing parents of
individualswith special needs.
Kenny Perry of Franklin, Ky., was chosen by The
Community Foundation of South Central Kentucky
as its Southcentral Kentuckian of theYear. Perry was
honored for his generous patronage of his community,
his church and other charitable causes. A house at
Potter Children's Home was also recently named
in honor of Perry and his wife, Sandy, who have
contributedto the program for many years.

Join fellow alumni as we visit: The Parthenon; the Acropolis; classical Athens; St. Paul's
Corinth; the island of Paros, with its majestic Church of a Hundred Doors; Delos, the mythical
island birthplace of the Greek god Apollo and his twin sister, Artemis; Mykonos, with its winding
"pirate-proof" streets; Naxos, the island where Theseus abandoned Ariadne, the daughter of the
mythical king Minos of Crete, after she helped him solve the Labyrinth and kill the Minotaur; and
breathtaking Santorini, ranked #1 on the "Best Islands in the World" list, with its spectacular views
and itsexcavated ruinsof a 3500-year-old city buried by lava.
Whitewashed houses with blue doors, scenic harbors, beautiful beaches, seaside taverns, and
gorgeous sunsets await!

Stay
connected.
Support
your
WKU PBS
station.

Name _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
'\ddress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Donate online at wkyupbs.org,
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

State _ _ __

Zip _ _ _ _ _ Ph _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell _ __ _ _ _ __
Email _ _ _ _ _ - - - Please make checks payable to:
Please charge my gift to:

W KU PBS

0 Mastercard

□ Discover

□ American

Expiration Date:-- - - -
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or use this form and mail to:

Bowling Green, KY 42101 -1034

'.:I Visa

Card#, _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __

click on Donate Now button

WKU PBS 1906 College Heights Blvd. #1 1034

You may also contact us at 270.745.5039

Express

Name on card!_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Space is limited. For more information,
please contact Tracy Morrison at 270.745.3606 • tracy.morrison@wku.edu

Receive the entire boxed set with
your donation of $ 125

Security Code: _ __

I also want to be a sustaining member by giving monthly:
O $20/month O $10/month
D $5/month □ other$_ _ __
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IN MEMORIAM
We pay tribute to all members of the WKU family who have passed away.

Mr. Richard K. Pettigrew

Mr. Lowell Steven Thomas, '72

Mr. David W. Pierce

Mr. William "Bill"Thompson, Jr., '80

Mr. ThomasGlenn Pobanz, '68

Mr. Bently B. Tittle, '88

Mr. Buddy Adams

Mr. Marion E. Chesnut, '55

Mr. Arthur D. Guy, BU '55

Mr. Gerald "Jerry" Kreke, '76

Mr. Robert A. Pogue, '66

Mr. Jim Topping

Mr. Charles F. Ambrose, Jr.

Dr. J. Marie Coakley

Ms. Andrea Marie Hall, '09

Mr. Bill Lambdin, '63

Mrs. Lily Crook Redman

Mrs. Wilma Snodgrass Tuck

Mrs. Margaret (Newman) Arbuckle, '65

Mrs. Nelda L. Barton Collings, '49

Mr. Carl L. Hamilton, '51 BU

Mrs. Mildred (Means) Lassiter, '72

Mr. Robert"Bobby" Reynolds, Jr.

Mrs. Jacqueline (Marquardt) Tutino, '72

Mrs. Marlene (Wetzel) Ashby, '77, '88

Dr. Felty Colwell

Mr. David "Dave" Hamilton

Mr. John Patrick Lawler, 11, 77

Mr. Joe Roberts

Mr. Collins T. Vance

Mr. Hugh M. Ayer, '48

Ms. Gladys Felty Conway, '89

Mr. Zachary A. Hart

Mr. George Hubert Lockhart, Jr.

Ms. Joan Acre Robertson, '73

Mr. Donald L. VanHorn

Mr. Rodney Wayne Bagby, '59

Mr. Thomas Burbridge Cook, Jr., '65

Ms. Mildred (Curd) Hawkins, '30, '37 BU

Mrs. Gloria (Cotton) Logan, '47

Ms. Carol E. Robey, Faculty

Ms. Lottie (Evans) Vanmeter

Mrs. Denise (Walker) Baker, '78, '80

Ms. Edna R. Corbin, '80

Ms. Elinor (Chaney) Hay, '45

Mr. Dan Lynch

Mrs. Vera J. Robinson

Mrs. Anna A. Vinson

Dr. Ira E. Bell, Jr.

Mrs. Patricia G. Crawford, '70

Ms. Betty Hedger

Mr. Robert J. Mabry

Mr. Thomas "Tom" Clark Ruby, '68

Mrs. Sue Tharp Walker

Mrs. Jayne C. Benson, '75

Mrs. Patricia Pagonis Crossman

Mr. Paul D. Hightower, '72

Mr. William David Mallicoat, '05

Mrs. Ruth E. (Wise) Ruter, '47

Mrs. Sandra Fay Clark Weber

Ms. Amy Bentley, '02, '07

Mrs. Barbara (Allen) Dabney, '91

Mr. Warren W. Hines, '51 BU

Mr. James "Jim" Marion, '71, '74

Mr. Robert M. Sampson

Mr. Tommy G. Wells

Col. Daniel Ellis Bentley

Mrs. Alleyne (Holladay) Danhauer, '52

Mrs. Margaret "Peggy" Holland

Mr. Paul R. Martin

Mr. Charles E. Schafroth, '59

Mr. Charles DouglasWhite, '77

Mr. Will R. Berry

Mrs. Betty Miller Davidson

Mr. Robert N. Holzmer

Mr. David B. Matchus

Dr. Gary A. Shearer, '68

Dr. Daniel J. Wiatr, Sr.

Mr. Melvin L. Berryman, '63

Mr. Michael A. Dodson, '02

Ms. Catherine (Allen) Hopper, '55

Dr. Roger Dale McAlpin, '74

Mrs. NeldaJenner Smith

Mr. Stephen L. Wilson

Mr. Stephen Earl Biggers, '88, '89

Mrs. SheilaStanton Domina

Mr. K. Nicholas Hughes

Mr. James R. McBride, Staff

Col. Elliott"Bud"Sydnor, Jr., '52

Mr. Robert G. Withers, '74

Mr. Richard D. Boards

Ms. Sherry S. Drury, '90

Mr. Charles L. Hulse

Mr. Eric K. McDowell

Mrs. Irene Martin Bowman

Mrs. Sue S. Eicher, '00

Mr. Mitchell "Mike"Hunt

Mr. Stan McReynolds

Mr. Mark C. Bratcher

Dr. Aubrey L. Embry, '50

Ms. Carolyn Renee Jones, '09

Mrs. Kathleen Curran Melchiorre

Mrs. Kathleen Pence Breccia

Mr. J. L. Eslick

Ms. Delilah Mae Jones, '58

Mr. James Richard Miller, '65

Mr. Larry L. Brittain, '63 BU

Mrs. Rebecca S. Forrest, '70, '79

Mrs. DorisMcKelvey Jones

Mr. Joe W. Miller

Ms. Carolyn Broderick, '61, '65

Mr. Glenn Richard Freeman

Dr. Joe W. Jones, Jr.

Mrs. Ethel Gene (Eaves) Minnis, '76

Mr. James Ladd Brown

Mr. Wendell P. Furlong, '64, '67

Mrs. Martha Jones

Mrs. Debbie Holland Morris

Mrs. Bonny Walters Burdette

Mrs. Sandra Gardner, '73

Mr. Asher Samuel Katz

Mrs. Estelle (Clark) Murrell, '56,'80,'80, Staff

Mr. Douglas Guy Burgess

Mr. David Garvin, '67

Dr. Harold Keen, '40

Mr. Ernest C. Neil, II

Rev. Gerald J. Calhoun, '72

Mrs. Mary McClendon Ginn

Mrs. Charlotte (Harwood) Kemker, '57

Mr. David W. NeSmith

Dr. James E. Calloway, '46,'47, Faculty

Mr. Larry Gott, '62

Dr. Hite Q. Kennady, '51

Mrs. Kathy (Hardin) Netherland, '88

Mrs. Cynthia Grise Camplin

Dr. Lewis W. Graham, '64

Ms. Mary Ann (Ross) Kerr, '67, '72

Mr. Fred Elliott Newhouse

Mr. Kenneth W. Carson, '05

Mr. Wallace E. Graham

Mrs. Charlotte Dossey Kersey

Dr. Cletus D. Nichols, '40

Ms. Sharon Tillerson Cates, '69, '73

Mrs. Elise (Norris) Gray, '58

Mr. William L. Kingrey

Mr. Donald 0rthober, '72

Ms. Carolyn Ann Caudill, '69

Mrs. Frances Anne (Blan) Grubbs, '90

Mr. Walter E. Kinslow

Ms. Linda Gail (Ward) Pace, '97

Mr. Raymond Knight Cessna, Jr., '63

Mr. Morris A. Grubbs

Mr. JamesB. Kirby

Mr. D. B. Parker

Mitchell "Mike" Hunt
of Bowling G reen, Ky .,
a longtime friend of
WKU and s upporter of
WKU athletics, passed
away on Aug . 18, 2014,
at the age of 73. The
owner and CEO of
Hunt Real Estate, Hunt
enjoyed boating, travel,
his
thoroughbred
horses, Titans Football,
and the WKU Lad y
Topp ers
Basketba ll
team, w hich he and
his wife, Belle Lady H un t ('73, '77), supported throug h
scholarships. At WKU, he was also a member of the Henry
I-Jardin Cherry Socie ty, the Society of 1906, and was a
Lifetime Member of the WKU Alumni Association.

David Garvin of Bowling
Green, Ky., p assed away
on Aug. 31, 2014, at the
age of 71. A 1961 graduate
of College High and a
1967 graduate of WKU,
Garvin was a su ccessful
entrepreneur who founded
th e business that would
eventu ally become known
as Camping World in 1966
at the age of 23. He a lso
formerly owned
Beech
Bend Park and Raceway
and served as the d riving
force behind a number of projects that m ad e Bowling Green
a leading tourist and commercial destin ation. He was also
a past member of the WKU Alumni Association National

Board of Directors.

Retired Col. Elliott "Bud"
Sydnor ('52) of Fernandina

Beach, Fla., passed away on
Aug. 15, 2014, at the age of 87.
ln 1945, Sydnor joined the U.S.
Navy to aid the w ar effort. After
his discharge from active duty,
h e enrolled at WKU, w here he
received a Bachelor of Science
d egree and met and married
his wife, Jean (Richards) Sydnor ('53). H e then continued
his military career with the U.S. Arm y, w here he completed
Ranger Sch ool and later served as Team Commander w ith
the 77th Special Forces Group at Fort Bragg. Sydnor served
multiple tours in Vietnam, and h e trained and led the gr0tm d
forces for th e brillian tly executed Son Tay Raid , a November
1970 mission to rescue POWs held in North Vietnam. After
his distinguished military career, Col. Sydnor worked as
a security consultant for the U.S. Department of En ergy.
Awarded four of the Army's five highest valorous awards, he
was named to the Ranger H all of Fame and the WKU ROTC
H all of Fame. His image is also depicted on the WKU Guthrie
Bell Tower, w hich honors men and women o f WKU who
h onorably served o ur country .

Dain for In Mc111oria111 i, gathered from a variety of ,011,ccs n11d is deemed to be correct to the best of 011r knowil-dge.
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

e

Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ State _ _ _ Zip _ __ _
Home Phone _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
E-mail _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Annual Member

S35 □ Joint Annual Member $50
O Lifetime Member S700 (one-r,me charge) □ Joint Lifetime Member S1,000

Where A1111? challe11ges you to identift; the mysterious ca111pus location shown above. Are you stwnpe_d?
Visit the "Where Am 1?" photo album at wunv.facebook.co111/wk11a/11m11i for the answer and to see other /1111 photos.
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WKU Alumni Association
1906 College Heights Blvd. #31016
Bowling Green, KY 42101-1016

- ~~!-!~~}
www.alumni.wku .edu
15WA1

Method of Payment

order anytime online at www.alumnl.wlw.edu/ joinnow

D Check (payable to WKU Alumni A ssociation )
□

Credit Card / Debit Card
□ VISA
□ Discover
□ MasterCard

Spouse's Name._ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
Spouse Attend WKU? .J Yes ....l No Year(s)_ __ __ __
,:,..,~_,."II'.. _
YES! I want to become the newest_111~~ar of t~! WKU Alumni Association

Mail

□

□ American Express

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)

{Please Include a uoided checkl

Monthly 91ft $ _ _ _ Effective date _ / ~ / _
□ My gift 1s eligible to be matched
(Please include your company's matching gift forml

by my employer

0 Lifetime Member payment plan (available only through credlt/deb1t card Of/ EFT)

Single o $150 a year for 5 years or D $12.50 a month for 5 years
Joint □ $220 a year for 5 years or D $18.50 a month for 5 years
My additional 91ft of $ _ _ _ __ Total Enclosed

s ___

CARD#

V•C.DDE

SIGNATURE

EXP. DATE

Your gift to the WKU Alumni Association is tax deduct ible.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

NOTICE ANffHING DIFFERENT?

WE HIIIIE II NEW 10011
The WKU Alumni Association is excited to announce the launch of
our new and enhanced online community, alumni.wku.edu!
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